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ABSTRACT 

The proliferation of smart devices and wireless interfaces has enabled the field of Mobile 

Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) to flourish as the technology becomes realistically deployable. 

MANETs are created by a group of autonomous nodes that communicate with each other by 

establishing a multihop radio network and maintain connectivity in an infrastructureless 

and decentralised manner. Thus it becomes more important to examine how applications 

such as those used on the Internet can be deployed on top of such MANETs. 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks can be defined as decentralised application-layer overlay 

networks where traffic flows on top of the physical network such as the Internet. Such 

networks are formed dynamically on-the-fly and rely on no fixed infrastructure such as 

servers. On the Internet a great number of applications have exploited the properties of P2P 

networks, thus they have been used to provide services such as distributed data storage 

systems, distributed instant messaging systems, publish/subscribe systems, distributed 

name services Voice over IP (VoIP) services and many more. 

This thesis proposes three novel P2P protocols. Reliable Overlay Based Utilisation 

of Services and Topology (ROBUST), which minimises end-to-end lookup delay while 

increasing lookup success rate compared with current state-of-the-art and is usable on any 

MANET routing protocol. It achieves this by using a hierarchal clustered topology where 

peers are clustered together with other peers in close proximity in order to reduce P2P 

routing hops and create a more efficient network. 

Proactive MANET DHT (PMDHT), which combines proactive MANET routing and 

DHT functionality in order to minimise end-to-end lookup delay while increasing lookup 

success rate compared with current state-of-the-art. This is achieved by heavily integrating 

the P2P functionality - by piggy-backing P2P messages on to routing messages - at the 

network layer using the proactive MANET routing protocol Optimized Link State Routing 

version 2 (OLSRv2). Using this method the P2P overlay topology exactly matches that of 

the underlying network, while all peers are fully aware of the state of that topology. This 



means the P2P lookups can be completed in one logical step. 

Reactive MANET P2P Overlay (RMP2P), which combines reactive MANET routing 

and DHT functionality in order to minimise end-to-end lookup delay while increasing 

lookup success rate compared with current state-of-the-art. in RMP2P we combine P2P 

lookup functionality with the MANET routing protocol Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vec

tor version 2 (AODVv2). In this case we piggy-back P2P lookups on to the routing request 

messages if possible, decreasing overhead and latency in the network. 

We evaluate the performance of the proposed novel architectures by developing a 

custom made packet level simulator using ns-2 (network simulator-2), the results show 

that these architectures out perform the current state-of-the-art P2P overlays in specific 

scenarios. The ROBUST protocol is suited to scenarios where the underlying routing 

protocol cannot be modified. The PMDHT protocol performs best overall in networks 

which require more scalability. The RMP2P protocol performs best in networks with high 

mobility. We end this thesis with our conclusions and avenues for future work in the field 

of P2P networks for MANETs. 

• 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks can be defined as decentralised application-layer overlay 

networks where traffic flows on top of the physical network such as the Internet. Such 

networks are formed dynamically on-the-fly and rely on no fixed infrastructure such as 

servers. In contrast to the common networking paradigm where one participates as either 

a client or a server in a very defined role, P2P network participants or peers carry out the 

role of client, server and infrastructure. Peers in the P2P network can both serve other 

peers as well as act in a client fashion or as intermediaries for other peers to forward data 

to a certain destination. Unlike centralised networks peers have no central entity which 

they can query in order to find another entity in the network such as an object or other 

peer. In the case of P2P networks, distributed algorithms and protocols are relied upon in 

order to search the network for a given entity. There are numerous advantages to using 

P2P networks in certain situations owing to some of their unique characteristics, these are 

described below. 

In a client-server scenario the client is generally limited in the number of simultaneous 

connections which can be made to the server, this is normally one, as a single stream of 

data is used in order for the bytes being transmitted to be reassembled in the same order 

in which they were downloaded. Due to the cost of transit agreements and the complex 

process of peering - where two ISPs decided to trade traffic - a route between two 
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ISPs on the Internet can often be congested due to many hops and many intermediate 

ISPs [1]. This results in packet loss and slower than expected throughput. The throughput 

could be increased by using multiple concurrent connections but this is implementation 

specific and dependant on the application due to the complexity of assembling data which 

was essentially received in the wrong order. P2P networks however have been built with 

multiple streams of data being received from their inception [2~]. This results in more 

aggregate bandwidth available to the P2P network due to the accumulation of concurrent 

connections [7] and provides the network with more potential scalability as more peers 

will contribute more bandwidth in addition to computing power and storage. 

The distributed nature of P2P networks means there is no single point of failure. If one 

takes the example of a simple web server, if for some reason the server is unavailable -

due for example to a network outage - no clients would be able to retrieve data as no 

redundancy is built in. In P2P networks however, data can be accessed from any number of 

sources. If one source goes offline, the peer requesting the data can simply ask another peer. 

The redundancy of P2P networks grows with scalability, as more peers join the network, 

there is more possibility to store duplicates of the data. This is largely implementation 

dependant - and dependant on time factors of specific replication algorithms - but 

overall makes P2P networks highly resilient and fault-tolerant. 

Another feature of P2P networks is their common use of self-configuration. Thus they 

take advantage of distributed algorithms so that each peer has a job which is fulfilled 

by carrying out certain tasks in the network such as replication, responding to queries 

or forwarding messages. Therefore central entities which control admission and global 

administration of the network are not required. New peers are bootstrapped to the network 

by existing peers, this enables the network to scale without the need for expensive dedicated 

hardware and bandwidth, also allowing the network to be created with minimal effort and 

investment. This dynamism and ease-of-setup of P2P networks can be seen as one of 

the major strengths which makes them so successful in large scale networks such as the 

Internet. 
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With the recent proliferation of social networks, privacy has become an area of interest 

in the global community due to the nature of sharing personal information en masse with 

the general public [8]. P2P networks provide a high level of anonymity when compared to 

centralised networks due to the lack of any authentication and distinguishing features of 

peers other than Internet Protocol (IP) address meaning a peer's actions cannot be easily 

monitored. This results in a highly resilient network which makes censorship extremely 

difficult and permanent shutdown of the network almost impOSSible due to its distributed 

nature. This has lead to some well known P2P services being labeled as havens for copyright 

violation [9] with some content providers going as far as creating false content in the system 

to cause what is known as pollution and lowering the usefulness of such a service (10). 

In the past P2P networks have been used for a wide range of applications. Their 

scalability means that a vast number of these applications and services have appeared 

on the Internet, where using a central infrastructure would be complex to set up and 

economically expensive. Since their inception the most well known P2P services have 

been largely used for file sharing. The popular services [2,4,6] related to P2P file sharing 

can be categorised as unstructured P2P networks as they do not operate using a structured 

topology, rather the network's peers are organised largely at random. As a consequence 

of this, these services take advantage of typical flooding algorithms in order to search the 

network for the relevant content. This flooding - being broadcast in nature - creates a 

large amount of signalling traffic as each peer has to forward the request. The effect of 

this can be restricted by using a Time-To-Live (TTL) on the search query, however this has 

the drawback of not searching all of the available peers, leading to a trade-off between 

scalability and search-ability in large networks. 

As previously mentioned the main hindrance of unstructured P2P networks is that of 

scalability. During the last decade an effort has been made in the research community to 

address this problem. Thus the area of structured P2P networks was born. Structured 

P2P networks consist of an overlay with an adherence to a structured topology such 

that a specific piece of data can be searched for and found within a certain number of 
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forwarded search messages. The most well known and heavily studied area of structured 

P2P networks is Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [11-15]. DHTs impose a structure on the 

topology of the overlay network and thus create an upper bound on the number of steps 

required to locate a piece of data in the network. The process of finding information 

involves using a key-based routing algorithm which can efficiently find a piece of data 

stored with a specific key among all of the participants of the overlay by locating the 

specific peer responsible for said data. This provides a big advantage over unstructured 

networks as no flooding of the network needs to take place. Due to this a great number of 

applications have exploited the properties of DHTs to provide services such as distributed 

data storage systems [16-19], distributed instant messaging systems [20], publish/subscribe 

systems [21-25], distributed name services [26-30], Peer-to-Peer Session Initiation Protocol 

(P2PSIP) [31-34] for Voice over IP (VoIP) services and many more. 

Another field which has flourished in the past few years is that of Mobile Ad hoc 

Networks (MANETs). MANETs are physical networks consisting of wireless devices (nor

mally WiFi i.e. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 [35]) or nodes 

such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, and sensor equipment among others. These devices 

are able to dynamically form wireless networks amongst themselves and thus akin to P2P 

networks, have no fixed or centralised infrastructure, instead relying on self-configuration. 

Like in P2P networks nodes will send requests (like clients), forward requests (like routers) 

and reply to requests (like servers). MANETs also have to deal with churn - where nodes 

can join and leave the network at any time without consulting others in the network -

which is another feature shared with P2P networks. 

P2P overlays and MANETs share a common notion of rapid network setup, thus 

MANETs can be vital in scenarios where an instantly deployable network is needed. Such 

scenarios include ubiquitous computing, proving a instant network infrastructure, and 

disaster recovery during emergency scenarios. The term emergency scenarios is considered 

to envelop a plethora of extreme disaster situations such as but not limited to; forest fires, 

terrorist attacks and major floods and earthquakes. In these catastrophic events normal 
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communication infrastructures have a high likelihood of being damaged beyond functional 

working conditions. Repairing such infrastructures can take a great amount of time, and 

emergency personnel (fire brigade, police, paramedics) whom need functional commu

nications the second they arrive on scene in order to coordinate and put into action any 

disaster contingency plan they may have conceived as a forethought. In these stressful 

conditions reducing the setup time of the network can save countless lives - emergency 

workers refer to this critical window immediately in the aftermath of the disaster as the 

golden hour, thus emphasising its importance. The instantaneous setup of MANETs makes 

them an ideal candidate for use by those First Responders (FRs) on scene in disaster re

covery. One of the main challenges related to the real-world deployment of MANETs is 

efficient routing. Due to nodes physically moving in a 3-Dimensional spacial area the most 

efficient route in terms of a specific metric (such as the fastest or most reliable route) may be 

constantly changing, therefore routes need to be re-evaluated regularly and route failures 

must be dealt with in a swift manner in order to reduce the impact. 

1.1 Problem statement 

One can see that even on the surface both P2P networks and MANETs share some common 

properties such as being decentralised and self-organising, as well as participants sharing 

their network resources to relay packets for others. The algorithms for routing in both 

technologies are focused on searching the network. In MANETs the focus is searching for 

a route to a specific destination IP, whereas in P2P networks the focus is on searching for 

a specific piece of data, and retrieving that data. DHTs are generally reactive in search and 

proactive in replication, in that a search query is executed with the destination being found 

on demand, while replication is executed at specific time intervals to ensure availability. In 

unstructured P2P networks search is again proactive, searching for data on the fly, where 

as traditionally no replication mechanisms exists. 

The Pastry [13] overlay structure is an example where the physical topology of the 

underlying network (such as a MANET or the Internet) and logical topology (the P2P 
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Overlay routing vs Physical routing 
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Figure 1.1: Overlay routing vs Physical routing issues. 

10 

overlay network) are not tied together. Despite the fact that Pastry has the potential 

to route to a given key within an overlay of N nodes in [log2 N] steps, there remains the 

actuality that Pastry does not account for intermediate physical nodes. In this case the actual 

number of physical steps can increase greatly in large-scale networks, an exaggeration of 

this issue can be seen in Figure 1.1 where six overlay hops equates to twelve physical hops, 

meanwhile the source and destination are only one hop apart in the physical network. 

This may pose no problem when bandwidth is plentiful and the overhead - this refers 

to overhead meaning number of packets a given function transmits in the network - for 

routing such lookups is negligible when compared with the link bandwidth, such as the 

Internet where a neighbour in the overlay network could physically be located hundreds if 

not thousands of kilometres away. In the context of MANETs however, one cannot neglect 
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such overheads for the following reasons; 

• The links between MANET nodes can be weak due to many factors (e.g. physical 

obstructions). This means the less bandwidth used in overhead, the less packet loss 

is induced. 

• There are no backbones akin to those in fixed networks within the MANET infras

tructure which can handle vast quantities of traffic. In MANETs the traffic is spread 

throughout the network. 

• Links between nodes of the MANET are usually of lower bandwidth and more lossy 

in terms of packets compared to their Internet counterparts. This is primarily due to 

the bandwidth in MANETs being by no means guaranteed due to constraints such as 

distance, hardware, transmission errors and packet collisions. 

• Device properties must be addressed. Overheads may seem reasonable on one hard

ware platform such as laptops, where plenty of processing power and energy re

sources are available, but may incur severely diminished battery life if the same 

routing operations are performed on devices such as a smartphones, where both 

processing power and energy resources are less. 

These issues are further compounded when mobility of the MANEr nodes is taken 

into account, routes from source to destination can be constantly changing as links break 

and new links are formed causing temporary loss of connections while new routes are 

discovered. 

One can also see that having two routing protocols (MANEr and P2P) rather duplicates 

the effort of finding data in the network. Due to their decentralised nature most MANEr 

routing protocols involve some type of flooding, one could envisage a scenario where an 

overlay key lookup hop involved two physical hops, the destination of both hops needing 

to be discovered in the physical MANET, thus causing two iterations of flooding for just 

one overlay lookup hop, which is not an optimal solution. 
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Additionally one must consider that in order for a DHT to operate properly - all 

routing converges and consistency is achieved for redundancy - DHTs must periodically 

maintain their own overlay routing tables (or something similar). Depending on the DHT 

implementation this signalling traffic often accounts for a large portion of the overall DHT 

traffic, given the aforementioned technical constraints in MANETs the maintenance traffic 

could be too intensive and overwhelm the MANET causing congestion. On the other hand, 

unstructured P2P networks must search the whole network to find a specific piece of data, 

this flooding, even if temporarily can cause congestion in the MANET as a route to every 

node would need to be looked up. 

Taking all of the above into consideration it is clearly not practical to use existing P2P net

works on top of MANETs when their original design was intended for completely different 

network circumstances. Thus when designing an efficient P2P network for MANETs one 

must take all of the MANET characteristics into consideration. A number of studies have 

been made to address these problems in P2P networks designed for the Internet [36-38], 

however conventional P2P networks primarily do not consider the physical network, so 

their optimisation is limited. 

1.2 Research aims and objectives 

This thesis aims to design P2P networks for MANETs taking the previously mentioned 

characteristics into account in order to create more efficient P2P networks to be used 

in such scenarios. Another goal is to conduct network performance evaluation of said 

P2P networks using packet level network simulators. Thus enabling this thesis to guide 

development in future implementations of P2P networks designed for applications on 

MANETs. The main Research Objectives (ROs) of this thesis are summarised, as follows: 

ROt. In order to be practical multiple methods should be investigated so that both P2P 

networks optimised to the full extent (by sharing MANET routing information) and 

P2P networks optimised based on the constraints of any MANET routing protocol 
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are considered. 

R02. Converge routing where possible. As discussed in Section 1.1 routing in P2P net

works and MANETs often overlaps, this should be optimised where practical so that 

information can be shared between the P2P network and MANET routing table. 

R03. Proximity awareness in P2P networks. As described in Section 1.1 it is of paramount 

importance that P2P networks designed for MANETs take into account the physical 

network topology and optimise as far as possible the P2P network to use the same 

topology, therefore physical neighbours should also be P2P overlay neighbours in 

order to reduce overhead. 

R04. Key-based lookup for MANETs. To enable efficient key lookup for MANETs by 

exploiting the main functionality of P2P networks and enable existing applications 

in use on the Internet to be ported over with minimal effort. 

ROS. Evaluate the performance of the above mentioned ROs using a suitably designed and 

implemented packet-level event based simulator. 

Throughout this dissertation, these objectives will be referred to by using their acronyms 

ROI-ROS. 

1.3 Research contributions 

The following summarises this thesis' research contributions with regard to the different 

research objectives: 

• To address ROI, three novel P2P architectures have been proposed to cover the three 

scenarios, the two cross-layer - in the sense that application layer protocols are 

combined with the routing layer - protocols below were chosen based on proactive 

and reactive MANET routing protocols as it has been shown that the two types of 

MANET routing protocol are suited to different scenarios [39,40] as confirmed later 

in this thesis: 
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1. The case where any MANET routing protocol is used for example AODV [41], 

OLSR [42] , DSR [43] or DSDV [44]. This to satisfy practicality as it is not 

always possible to use a specific routing protocol on any device, therefore a DHT 

architecture entitled Reliable Overlay Based Utilisation of Services and Topology 

(ROBUST) - based on OpenDHT from [11] - is proposed which is optimised 

as far as possible for MANETs but not dependant on any specific MANET 

routing protocol. This will be achieved by exploiting certain characteristics of 

MANETs, such as their broadcast nature, in order to create an overlay which 

closely matches the physical network. The work carried out in this thesis is novel 

and goes beyond previous work in this area as the author's search through the 

literature does not yield any in depth analysis - through thorough simulation 

and modelling - of similar DHT protocols based on optimising DHT routing 

and stricter neighbour proximity while allowing any MANET routing protocol 

to be used. - Related Publications: [45,46]. 

2. Where a proactive MANET routing protocol will be used. A novel cross-layer 

solution entitled Proactive MANET DHT (PMDHT) is proposed - based on 

OpenDHT from [11] - to target the popular MANET routing protocol Opti

mized Link State Routing version 2 (OLSRv2) [47] in order to take advantage of 

routing information to further optimise the operation of the P2P network. The 

work in this area is novel as the authors work goes beyond the state-of-the-art 

by combining DHT functionality and proactive MANET routing, allowing key

based lookup with less packet overhead, which has not been thoroughly studied 

before. - Related Publication: [48]. 

3. Where a reactive MANET routing protocol will be used. A novel solution enti

tled Reactive MANET Peer-ta-Peer Overlay (RMP2P) is proposed to target the 

popular MANET routing protocol Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector version 

2 (AODVv2) [49] in order to take advantage of routing information to further 

optimise the operation of the P2P network. The work on this area goes be-
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yond the state-of-the-art as the proposed protocols are compared to similar P2P 

networks which have been combined with reactive MANET routing, our sim

ulation results show a marked improvement over the state-of-the-art. - Related 

Publication: [48]. 

• To achieve R02, two P2P architectures have been designed for MANETs based on 

the two most widely used MANET routing protocols, namely AODVv2 and OLSRv2, 

these were chosen based on the fact they (their predecessors on which they are based) 

are the only two MANET routing protocols to be standardised as Request For Com

ments (RFCs) in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The two architectures 

take full advantage of the MANET routing characteristics in order to optimise the 

overhead caused by running the P2P network. This is achieved by exploiting the 

MANET routing table information for the discovery of P2P overlay peers among 

other optimisations. - Related Publication: [48]. 

• Regarding R03, the author's proposed method entitled Common Group Aliasing 

(CGA) is employed which uses broadcast beacons to create proximity in the P2P 

network and map the physical topology to the overlay topology. To achieve this 

CGA creates clusters of peers with similar P2P overlay IDs using broadcasting. Thus 

physical neighbours have a greater chance of also being neighbours in the P2P net

work. - Related Publication: [46]. 

• To address R04, all of the above proposed architectures are based on the main concept 

of key-based routing, the main principle behind DHTs. DHTs behave by routing a 

packet containing a key which the source wishes to retrieve the data (or value) for 

towards the peer which has the closest matching peer ID to the key. ROBUST, PMDHT 

and RMP2P utilise the concept of key-based data retrieval (using different routing 

mechanisms) and hence provide the functionality needed by such applicatiOns and 

services as described at the beginning of Chapter 1. - Related Publications: [45,48,50]. 

• R05 was accomplished by building a unique P2P simulator on top of the network 
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simulator network simulator-2 (ns-2) [51]. The packet-level simulator encompasses 

all aspects of the P2P network including overlay routing, key replication and random 

lookups. Accordingly the MANET routing protocols are then simulated using the 

respective simulation models provided in ns-2. The outcome achieved is a very 

detailed analysis of the P2P network performance based on networking metrics such 

as end-to-end packet delay and packet loss, as well as more specific P2P overlay 

metrics such as lookup success rate and correlation between the physical and overlay 

topologies. - Related Publications: [45,46,48,50]. 

1.4 Thesis structure 

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. 

Chapter 2 contains an overview of the background required for understanding the 

concepts in this thesis. The different techniques used in P2P overlay networks, namely 

structured and unstructured are described in detail. The advantages and shortcomings of 

each method are examined. This chapter also discusses the different approaches to ad-hoc 

routing. 

Chapter 3 examines related approaches to optimising P2P architectures for MANETs 

giving an overview of the area including both structured and unstructured approaches 

and additional service discovery mechanisms in the related area. The advantages and 

shortcomings of each proposed solution are evaluated. 

Chapter 4 describes our DHT architecture for heterogenous MANET routing protocols 

entitled ROBUST which optimises the overlay architecture by utilising a clustering algo

rithm to create equal sized clusters of nodes brought together in a proximity aware fashion, 

routing is then carried out using a super-peer style architecture. Chapter 4 describes the 

architecture in detail specifically looking at the overhead caused by each function. The RO

BUST architecture is then evaluated using our unique P2P simulator for MANETs which is 

described in detail. 

Chapter 5 describes two proposed cross-layer P2P architectures tailored for the two most 
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popular MANET routing protocols (OLSRv2 and AODVv2) in their respective approaches 

of proactive and reactive route discovery entitled PMDHT and RMP2P. Each protocol is 

described in detail focusing on the overhead created in the network. Then each protocol is 

thoroughly evaluated using our customised unique packet-level network simulator. The 

simulations are given context by comparing them with ROBUST as well as two of the most 

cited alternative P2P architectures for MANETs. 

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis summarising our findings and highlighting our main 

contributions with respect to the thesis' objectives. The research limitations are deduced 

and the main avenues for future work in optimising P2P architectures for MANETs are 

discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

This chapter serves as an overall background for the technologies which are discussed 

in the remainder of this thesis. Firstly an overview of unstructured Peer-ta-Peer (P2P) 

networks is given followed by structured P2P networks. Next an overview of the general 

issues in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) is examined. Finally this chapter will then 

conclude with an overview of optimisations for P2P overlay networks which take into 

account proximity in the physical network. 

2.1 Peer-to-peer networks 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, P2P networks are self-configuring and self-organising, meaning 

that individual peers are responsible for both joining the network, and carrying out searches 

or lookups as well as acting as part of the infrastructure for other peers. This means peers 

may act as clients, servers and routers all concurrently. The specific functions related to 

these roles include searching for data by issuing a request, issuing a response to another 

peers request, or forwarding a request to another peer if no match has been identified 

locally. As well as referring to said networks as P2P networks they can also be described 

as overlay networks this essentially refers to the fact that the aforementioned networks 

normally operate independently of the underlying infrastructure and sit on-top of the 

physical network on the application layer as a kind of virtual network. 
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Overlay topology 
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Physical topology 
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Physical link 

Overlay to physical mapping 

Figure 2.1: Overlay top logy vs Physical topology issues. 

Figure 2.1 shows how current P2P overlay networks do nottake the underlying physical 

network structure into consideration where the darker nodes show the underlying physical 

network topology, and the lighter nodes show the connections between the corresponding 

peers in the P2P overlay. The links between each peer in the overlay network can be 

referred to as virtual links as they do not exist in the physical network. Due to the fact that 

overlay networks are generally designed for the Internet, they take the physical routing 

for granted as routes are normally fixed and stable, this means a single overlay hop -

that passing of a message from one overlay peer to its direct neighbour in the overlay 

- often translates to multiple physical hops. Additionally packets can end up traveling 

over the same hop multiple times. This does not generally hinder large-scale networks 

such as the Internet simply because of the vast resources available. However, when one 
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considers smaller-scale mobile networks - such as MANETs - comparable to those used 

in emergency situations, this approach is no longer feasible due to constraints such as 

battery life and volatile network conditions. 

2.1.1 Unstructured overlay networks 

Due to the decentralised nature of P2P networks, the most important aspect to their func

tionality pertains to searching for data. This involves the peer searching for the data by 

proactively transmitting packets to meet this end. In older P2P networks such as Kazaa [6] 

and Gnutella [2] this involved constructing what is known as unstructured overlay networks. 

In such a network no inherent structure exists for governing which peers a specific peer 

will connect to when joining the network. Thus a completely random topology is created. 

This allows for a simple algorithm when connecting to the network as no explicit routing 

table for the overlay needs to be maintained, if a peer disappears from the network, a new 

one simply replaces it. The downside to this simplicity is that there is no inherent way of 

knowing the best peer whom to forward a request, as the data is stored in a totally random 

peer, thus probabilistically any peer in the routing table is just as likely to provide the 

closest route to the data as any other. 

Due to this lack of structure and knowing where a piece of information may reside, 

unstructured P2P overlays employ flooding techniques to search for data and when a peer 

wishes to execute a search. Thus, the query is forwarded to all of the peers in its routing 

table. Said peers will then check their local data repository and if no match is found, will 

forward the request again to each peer in their routing table. This act of forwarding will 

continue until either every peer in the network has been contacted or a specified Time

To-Live (TIL) parameter is reached. Clearly the flooding-based approach to searching for 

data in the P2P network does not scale well when considering increasing network size or 

increasing search volume [52]. As previously stated one could reduce the overhead -

thus increasing scalability - by limiting the radius of the search algorithm within a certain 

TTL, however this has the obvious side-effect of decreasing the probability of finding the 
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specific data. 

In order to address the above issues, topologies containing two tiers have been proposed 

such as the FastTrack protocol [53] and the super-peer network based on Gnutella [54]. The 

reoccurring theme through these works is to enable more powerful peers (known as super

peers) to handle more of the traffic. Such super-peers normally require faster connection 

speeds and more powerful hardware in combination with a greater uptime. Standard peers 

will contact a super-peer when joining the network and relay a list of data which the peer 

is storing locally. The super-peer will then index this data and act as a server for said peer. 

Thus when a peer wishes to lookup a piece of data in the network, it forwards its request to 

its super-peer, the super-peer then propagates the request among other super-peers. Said 

super-peers will then check their local index to find if any of the peers for whom they're 

responsible are storing the data and if so reply to the requester with the destination peer's 

address. 

This super-peer architecture decreases the amount of flooding needed in the network 

by transferring the load to more powerful peers, however it does not tackle the problem 

of scalability directly in large unstructured P2P overlay networks, merely delaying the 

problem until the super-peers become saturated. 

2.1.2 Structured overlay networks 

In order to address the aforementioned issues relating to scalability and availability in 

unstructured P2P networks, Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) were introduced [11-15,55]. 

The main premise behind DHTs is the ability to route a packet containing a key to look 

up the value for to the destination peer whom is currently responsible for said key - so 

called indirect or key-based routing procedures. In order to achieve this DHTs form virtual 

overlay networks on the application layer. The virtual network consists of an overlay 

identifier space - such as 128 bit IDs. Each peer is assigned a unique ID within this space 

for example by hashing their Internet Protocol (IP) address. Conversely each object to be 

stored in the DHT will be given an ID in the same space, by hashing some metadata related 
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to the object such as the file name, or in the case of P2PSIP, the persons name. A peer will be 

said to be responsible for an object if said peer's ID is the closest among all the peers to the 

object's ID. When one refer to closeness in the DHT ID space, this refers to the numerical 

value of the ID, or in some cases Euclidean distance depending on the implementation. 

As mentioned previously, unstructured overlay networks randomly choose the peers 

in their routing table and hence have no structured routing. Structured P2P networks on 

the other hand use a very structured routing method by not choosing routing table entries 

at random. One of the main advantages of this approach is that it allows for a guarantee 

that if the data exists in the network, it will be found. This is contrast to most unstructured 

P2P overlays where the lookup TTL may mean data in the farthest reaches of the network 

is not found. In structured P2P networks each routing table entry must meet some criteria 

as specified by the implementation. This inherent structure allows such P2P networks to 

impose an upper bound on the number of overlay hops needed to find the peer responsible 

for any object ID in the network. Most conventional DHTs have an upper bound of O(log N) 

routing hops where N is the total number of peers in the network [11-13,15]. This upper 

bound is achieved differently depending on the implementation and the specific routing 

algorithm employed. Such algorithms include reducing the Euclidean distance in the P2P 

overlay ID space [14], halving the numerical distance in the overlay ID space with each 

hop [12], or increasing the length of the matching prefix of the targeted peer ID with each 

routing hop [11,13,15]. The upper bound on the number of routing hops to find an object 

can be seen as an advantage compared with unstructured overlay networks, however this 

comes at the cost of an increase in overlay traffic, as the overlay structure needs to be 

proactively maintained. 

An example DHT entitled Pastry [13] will now be examined in order to have a clear 

understanding of the concepts behind how conventional DHTs operate. Pastry is chosen 

due to its wide proliferation in research and also as it maintains the same routing and 

maintenance functions of OpenDHT [11] which was based on Pastry. OpenDHT is used 

as the basis for Reliable Overlay Based Utilisation of Services and Topology (ROBUST) 
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DHT which is proposed in Chapter 3. The replication maintenance functions for Proactive 

MANET DHT (PMDHT) and Reactive MANET Peer-to-Peer Overlay (RMP2P) which are 

proposed in Chapter 4 are also based on Pastry. 

Pastry uses a 128-bit overlay ID space which can be represented as a modulo ring so 

that all overlay IDs range from 0 to 2128 -1. The overlay IDs in Pastry are normally assigned 

as digits of base 2b where b is typically 4 as hex digits are normally used to represent the 

ID. A peer is responsible for an object ID in Pastry if the peer's ID is numerically closest to 

the object ID in the overlay ID space out of all of the peers in the network. 

A Pastry peer will utilise two routing tables in order to efficiently route to any peer 

ID destination in the network. These two routing tables are known as the leaf set and the 

routing table. The routing table in pastry contains log 2bN rows and 2b - 1 columns. An 

entry in the routing table consists of the peer's overlay ID along with its IP address. If row 

r in the routing table is taken as an example, each entry would have an overlay ID which 

has a matching ID prefix length of r -1 with the overlay ID of the local node. Consequently 

this means the entry in the first row of the routing table need share no matching prefix with 

the local node, entries in the second row would share the first digit with the local peer in 

their ID, the third row would share two digits with the local peer ID and so on. 

As described above each entry in the Pastry routing table contains 2b - 1 columns. This 

correlates to one column for each possible overlay ID digit, thus in the case of a hexadecimal 

overlay ID the columns would consist of first entries where the matching prefixes would be 

0,1,2,3, ... , D, E, F. Taking into account the already mentioned fact that each entry in row r 

shares r - 1 digits with the local peer, the value of the rth digit is deduced from its column 

index c where 0 <= c <= 2b - 1. The local peer will therefore adhere to this criteria for its 

own rth digit and thus is the reason for the Pastry routing table containing 2b - 1 entries at 

most. 

The leaf set in Pastry contains I entries where 1 is implementation specific but usually 

set as 2b. The leaf set contains two sets of peers. The first 1/2 peers correspond to the peers 

whose overlay ID is the numerically closest but less than the local peer's ID. The second 
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set of l/2 peers corresponds to those peers whom are the numerically closest to the local 

peer's ID but more the local peer 's said ID. Thus the peers in the leaf set are commonly 

referred to as the peers whom are left and right neighbours of the local peer in the overlay 

ID ring. 

Overlay 10: 71654340 Pastry routing table 

0 J 1 2 3 4 5 

03757200 18573428 27573730 35322514 42657372 57146724 

70573520 72563512 73658264 74637273 75364626 76247637 77235747 

71054305 71143520 71257363 71356357 71462537 71737463 

71603251 71613310 71626573 71673276 

71650573 71651637 71652642 71656372 

71654044 71654264 71654637 

71654324 71654360 

Pastry leaf set 

Smaller 71654037 71654124 71654233 71654326 

Larger 71654440 71655101 71657402 71657754 

Figure 2.2: An example Pastry routing table and leaf set with an overlay ID of base 8 where 
the leaf set contains 2b entries and b = 3. 

Routing in Pastry is based on the Plaxton prefix routing [56] algOrithm. The main aim 

of the Pastry routing algorithm is to increase the length of the matching prefix of the next 

hop peer when compared with the object ID in the request packet. Ideally the matching 

part of the prefix will be increased by at least one digit per overlay routing hop, however 

where this is not possible the algorithm will try to reduce the numerical distance between 

the next hop and the object ID being requested. Thus the first thing each peer does when 

it receives a request packet is check if the object is stored locally - if the peer is closer to 
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the object ID than any of its leaf set peers. This would therefore equate that the peer is 

responsible for the object being that the peer's leaf set is correct and up-to-date. If however 

one of the peers in its leaf set is closer than any of the peers in its Pastry routing table, 

the peer will forward the object request on to that peer. If none of the peers in said peer's 

leaf set is responsible for the object the peer will consult its routing table. Firstly the peer 

calculates the length of the object ID which matches its own peer ID. Using this information 

the peer can establish which row to select from its routing table to select the next hop. As 

an example if ~e object ID and the local peer ID's first digits do not match, the first routing 

table row will be selected, if the first two digits match the third row will be selected and so 

forth. An example of a Pastry routing table and leaf set can be seen in Figure 2.2 where the 

overlay ID is base 8, the leaf set contains 2b entries and b = 3. The greyed-out entries are 

where the selected entry would match with the local peer. 

Once the routing table row to select from has been established, the peer then selects the 

column number where the object ID digit immediately follows the matching prefix - the 

matching part of the IDs between the local peer and object. If such an entry exists in the 

routing table the peer will then forward the object request to that peer, thereby increasing 

the matching part of the prefix by one digit with one overlay hop. If however no such 

entry exists the peer will simply forward the object request to the peer with the closest 

matching peer ID to the object ID from both its leaf set and routing table. Subsequently 

this behaviour will be repeated at every intermediate peer until the request reaches the 

peer responsible for the object. One can clearly see that this creates an expected number of 

overlay hops in Pastry of O(logb N) as in the worst case Pastry routing would be completely 

dependant on leaf set peers if no routing table entries ever matched. 
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Pastry DHT ring 

~--., ...... 27573730 

Figure 2.3: An example of Pastry's DHT overlay routing. 

Figure 2.3 shows an example Pastry overlay ring where an object has been requested 

and the subsequent routing process. In this example the peer with an ID of 71654340 is 

requesting an object with the ID 23616070. As the peer 71654340 does not share the first 

digit with the object ID no prefix matching will occur. Therefore the peer consults the first 

row of its routing table and selects the peer which has a matching first digit with the key, 

this peer is 27573730. Thus the peer 71654340 sends a DHT packet to 27573730 requesting 

the object with the ID 23616070 this is the first overlay hop. Upon receiving the packet 

the peer 27573730 consults the second row if its routing table to find a peer which matches 

the first two digits of the object ID (assuming the responsible peer is not in it's leaf set) . 

Thus peer 27573730 forwards the object request on to peer 23742453 equating the second 

overlay hop. Next the peer 23742453 consults its routing table for a peer matching the first 
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three digits of the object 10 and forwards the request to peer 23675263 making the third 

overlay hop. The peer 23675263 then first consults its leaf set and determines that the peer 

23617938 is responsible for the object and thus forwards the packet to its destination. 

Taking all of the above into consideration, it is clear that in order to satisfy the overlay 

hops upper bound of O(logb N) each peer should have accurate routing tables and in 

particular leaf sets, if the leaf sets are not accurate, the OHT routing may not even converge 

and the overlay will be useless. In order to negate this, each peer periodically maintains its 

routing state information. Each peer periodically pings the peers in its leaf set to maintain 

whether the peer is still active in the network. Upon realising that a peer has left, the local 

peer will contact the numerically highest leaf in its set - when the failed peer is in the 

numerically higher half of its leaf set - or its numerically lowest leaf in the case where the 

failed peer is in the numerically lower half of its leaf set. The highest or lowest leaf will 

then reply to the local peer with its complete leaf set and the local peer will then replace 

the failed leaf in its leaf set with an appropriate new peer. 

Periodically a Pastry peer will also query a random peer from its leaf set and request the 

leaf peer to send its complete leaf set to the local peer. The local peer will then inspect the 

remote peers leaf set and determine if there are any peers which have joined or parted the 

network which the local peer is unaware of and fall within the local peers own leaf set. In 

addition to maintaining leaf sets, each peer also needs to maintain its Pastry routing table. 

Thus at a periodic interval each peer will select a random peer from each row of its routing 

table and request the corresponding row from the routing table of the remote peer. When 

the local peer receives the routing row from the remote peer, it will then contact both the 

entries in the remote peers row, and the peers corresponding to same same row in its own 

routing table. Firstly this allows the local peer to check whether the peers in this specific 

routing table row are still active in the network and allows the local peer to learn about 

new peers which could possibly be inserted into its routing table in order to fill empty slots 

or replace failed peers. Secondly this allows the local peer to optimise its routing table 

with respect to the underlying network. As if the local peer finds two peers which could 
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fill the same slot, the local peer can compare both peers via a given network metric - such 

as latency or distance in hops - and insert the most preferential one into its routing table. 

This process is known as Proximity Neighbour Selection (PNS), it's important to note that 

this does not apply to leaf sets [11,13]. 

As previously mentioned OpenDHT [11] (also known as Bamboo DHT) is used as the 

basis for this thesis. OpenDHT is based on Pastry, and operates exactly the same other than 

in the following ways described below. 

OpenDHT uses periodic recovery as opposed to the reactive recovery used in Pastry. 

Reactive recovery refers to the way a peer reacts to the loss of one of its leaf set peers or 

discovery of a new peer which should be in its leaf set by sending a copy of its new leaf 

set to every peer contained in it. Periodic recovery on the other hand refers to the process 

whereby peers periodically choose a peer from their leaf set with which to share said leaf 

set with. The peer with which the local peer has shared its leaf set will then respond in kind 

with its own leaf set. This change saves bandwidth while maintaining leaf set convergence 

of O(logk) phases where k is the size of the leaf set. 

The next difference of OpenDHT compared to Pastry is when computing peer timeouts 

(when to consider a peer has left the network based on how long it has failed to reply). In 

Pastry this is set as a configuration parameter. While in OpenDHT they follow the strategy 

of early Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) work [57] where each peer maintains an 

exponentially weighted mean and variance of the response time for each of its leaf set 

peers. The Round-trip Timeout (RTO) for each neighbour is thus computed as RTO = 
A VG + 4 . V AR where A VG is the observed average RTO and V AR is the mean variance of 

that time. 

Additionally OpenDHT also makes improvements over Pastry in the area of PNS. This 

is achieved by using global sampling whereby the lookup function of the DHT is used to find 

new neighbours for the OpenDHT routing table. For a routing table entry which requires 

a neighbour with prefix p a random lookup with prefix p is performed. They state that the 

peer returned by the lookup will almost always have the desired prefix to satisfy the entry 
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of the OpenOHT routing table. 

The results from [11] show that OpenDHT is able to handle higher rates of churn - that 

is peers randomly joining and leaving the network - than Pastry on which is was based, 

and Chord OHT [12]. This makes OpenDHT a good candidate for a basis of optimisation 

for MANETs as mobility and packet loss can cause high rates of what would appear to 

be chum in the network. The justification for using this DHT as a basis for this thesis 

also extends to Pastry. Generally, the modifications of DHTs in this thesis are practically 

independent of any specific DHT. However Pastry has been used as the basis for a large 

number of DHT-based applications and hence has been studied and analysed in countless 

research papers [11,21,58-62]. This makes it one of the most throughly examined DHTs 

which have been proposed. 

2.2 Mobile ad-hoc networks 

MANETs can be defined as mobile devices - such as smartphones, POAs, notebooks 

and sensors - communicating amongst each other in an ad-hoc manner, usually using 

the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 WiFi standard. Such 

devices can create a decentralised network spontaneously without the need for any fixed 

infrastructure. Due to the fact that no infrastructure exists, coupled with the fact that 

MANETs have a highly dynamic topology (nodes are constantly moving in some scenarios) 

means that the most interesting challenge is that of routing. Routing determines how a 

packet can be sent from the source node to the destination node, along the optimal path, 

where optimisations can include least energy consumption, lowest latency, lowest jitter or 

highest throughput. This method of routing is known as unicast. 

The area of routing for MANETs has been heavily investigated in literature and it 

is outside the scope of this thesis to present a comprehensive evaluation of all MANET 

routing protocols. Thus this section will give an overview of the main concepts behind 

different MANET routing protocols, focusing on hierarchical routing protocols, followed 

by flat routing protocols [63]. 
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2.2.1 Hierarchical-based routing protocols 

Hierarchical routing protocols try to exploit a specific node behaviour exhibited in certain 

scenarios, such as where instead of nodes moving around independently of one-another, 

nodes often move in clusters or are grouped together. Thus changes in topology within a 

certain group need only be broadcast within that group. Nodes within other groups are 

not affected by the change so long as they are able to contact any node in the remote group. 

This is often achieved by electing a specific group head that serves as the gateway to and 

from the group. The advantage of this technique is that route maintenance overhead can be 

greatly reduced. As an example, nodes can only maintain routes to nodes within their own 

group at specific regular intervals. Therefore only the group head will need to maintain 

routes to the heads of other groups, lowering the overall traffic overhead induced by the 

protocol. Hierarchical routing protocols can thus scale well to growing network sizes by 

for example forming larger groups containing smaller groups of nodes to subdivide the 

maintenance responsibilities. 

There are however certain disadvantages to hierarchical routing protocols. For example 

due to the fact that group heads serve as gateways to and from their local group, conse

quently they will need to handle a larger load of traffic than regular nodes, thus depleting 

their energy resources more quickly. Therefore the group heads can become bottle necks 

to the routing process. Another issue can arise from the organisation and maintenance of 

the groups themselves. For instance due to mobility nodes may not always stay within the 

same group, as the nodes leave and join new groups, the hierarchy will need to constantly 

adapt in order to account for the changing topology. The worst case of this occurs when a 

node acting as a group head changes group which could trigger cascading group reorgan

isations. One of the most well known examples of a hierarchical MANEr routing protocol 

is Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) [64J. Further reading on hierarchical routing protocols 

can be found in [65]. 
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2.2.2 Flat routing protocols 

Flat routing protocols expect that all nodes are able to have mobility, thus all nodes are 

able to behave equally - able to perform routing requests, as well as forward data. Flat 

routing protocols can be further subdivided into proactive and reactive routing protocols. 

In the case of proactive routing protocols, state information about routes is updated 

periodically even if a specific route is not active. Link state based proactive routing pro

tocols are quite common. Thus nodes periodically update their neighbours about the 

state of their current routes in order to inform the network of mobility changes and link 

failures. This gives proactive routing protocols the advantage of not having to wait for 

a route to be found before transmitting data, therefore lowering latency times. One can 

see a great advantage in proactive routing protocols in scenarios where packets are often 

sent to different destinations rather than only using a few routes. The obvious downside 

to proactive routing protocols is the constant maintenance traffic needed to keep network 

routes up-to-date. A large portion of the traffic in a proactive routing network can be 

the overhead caused by the routing protocol, this can become troublesome and lead to 

collisions with actual data packets. The fact that routes are maintained even when not 

in use means that proactive networks are not really suited to streaming scenarios where 

nodes may be constantly transmitting to just a few nodes which do not change. Proactive 

routing protocols could also be seen as wasting precious energy resources on routes that 

are never used and may be too heavy for low powered nodes such as sensors due to the 

impact on their limited energy resources. Popular proactive routing protocols for MANETs 

include Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [42], Optimized Link State Routing version 

2 (OLSRv2) [47] and Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector routing (DSDV) [44]. 

As OLSR [42] and its successor OLSRv2 [47] are a basis for this thesis their general 

concepts will be outlined in this section. OLSR is one of the most popular proactive routing 

protocols in literature and used in test-beds. The basis for OLSR is the conventional link 

state algorithm which has been tailored based on the requirements of MANETs. The 

main innovation of OLSR over conventional link state routing is the concept of a message 
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flooding reduction technique known as MultiPoint Relays (MPRs). The MPR set of each 

node is the minimum symmetrically connected I-hop nodes that can symmetrically connect 

the local node to a1l2-hop neighbours. Every node in the network will periodically flood 

HELLO messages to its neighbours within a certain radius in order to establish the MPR 

sets. Topology Control (TC) messages are then used to flood the routing information 

network wide, these messages are only flooded in the network via the designated MPR 

nodes in the network therefore optimising the flooding mechanism. Each node in the 

network will therefore receive this updated network information at periodic time intervals 

and thus update its routing state information while being able to compute routes to all 

possible destinations in the network. Additionally only MPR nodes generate link state 

messages thus further reducing the network routing overhead generated by the protocol. 

The OLSR routing protocol has been designed to operate independently of the lower layers. 

As previously mentioned OLSR is particularly well suited to scenarios where nodes are 

transmitting to a variety of different destination nodes often as no extra overhead is incurred 

for using many routes concurrently. 

Work is currently being carried out on the next generation OLSR routing protocol by 

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) MANET working group. The new updated 

routing protocol is entitled OLSRv2 [47]. OLSRv2 uses the same fundamental mechanics 

as OLSR, however OLSRv2 uses a more flexible and efficient method for control packet 

distribution while exchanging more simplified messages. OLSRv2 makes use of and ex

tends NeighborHood Discovery Protocol (NHDP) [66] for neighbourhood discovery and 

uses the standardised message format to make improvements over OLSR. NHDP is further 

extended in OLSRv2 by adding MPR address block Type Length Values (TLVs) which con

tain the MPR selection of nodes in addition to the willingness metric for nodes to become 

MPR nodes. Using the willingness metric nodes can decline to become MPR nodes while 

still participating in the network as routers, source and destinations. 

Reactive MANET routing protocols are another popular technique for routing in MANETs. 

Also known as on-demand routing protocols, routes between a source and destination are 
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established only when requested by the source node in order to transmit data to the destina

tion. This has the obvious advantage of generating less overhead in the network, however 

this comes at the expense of added latency when a node is required to establish a route be

fore being able to transmit data. The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) routing protocol [43] 

is a well known reactive routing protocol for MANETs that uses route discovery and main

tenance on-demand in order to route from source to destination. One advantage of DSR is 

that it maintains multiple routes to a destination which allows it to select a preferred route 

dependant on implementation, useful for load balancing or increasing fault tolerance. 

The Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol is widely examined 

in literature and one of the well known routing protocols for MANETs. Like DSR, AODV 

utilises on-demand route discovery and maintenance for establishing routes on a unicast 

basis. AODV is based on a modified version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [67]. In order 

to initiate a route discovery, the source node broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) message. 

An intermediate node receiving the message will then cache information about the route 

back to the source node while again flooding the RREQ in the network. If a node receiving 

the RREQ has a valid route to the destination, they will then reply to the source node with 

an Route Reply (RREP) message. If however the RREQ makes its way to the destination 

node, said node will cache the reverse route to the source and reply with an RREQ. Upon 

receiving this reply the source node can then begin transmission of data through the path 

established by the RREQ and RREP. Such messages are sent via User Datagram Protocol 

(UDP) utilising IP header information. A TTL value is applied to the RREQ messages so 

that the broadcasted message is confined within a certain number of hops, as to not flood 

the entire network, limiting overhead. If a route is not discovered within a certain timeout, 

the TTL will be increased and the RREQ message will be sent again. Stored routes are 

valid for a certain time period and once expired, route discovery should be initiated once 

again. The timeout period for a route is reset each time data is successfully transmitted 

over said route. A Route Error (RERR) message is utilised in order to notify other nodes 

that a specific route has failed and that the destination is no longer reachable. The main 
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difference between AODV and DSR is that AODV acts on a hop-by-hop basis, where as 

DSR operates by utilising source routing (each node knows the whole route). 

The Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector version 2 (AODVv2) routing protocol is the 

second generation of the original AODV routing protocol and is a work in progress in 

the IETF MANET working group. The route discovery and route maintenance processes 

of AODVv2 have remained essentially the same as in AODV. AODVv2 is rather suitable 

for use in scenarios where MANETs exhibit high mobility behaviour and traffic patterns. 

By establishing routes on-demand it is more suitable for networks where a few routes 

are used heavily. Thus, operating in this method requires little processing time from the 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the device. AODVv2 differs from AODV in that it utilises 

NHDP to establish bi-directional routes, representing an advantage over AODV. AODVv2 

also benefits from the same standard message format of OLSRv2 as established by the IETF 

MANET working group, thus creating simpler messages and reducing overhead. AODVv2 

also adds support for local route repairing and can accept improved routes even after the 

initial establishment of a route. 

Concepts from hierarchical and flat routing protocols can also be combined. Such is 

the case the the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [68] which is a hybrid of the two routing 

behaviours. Nodes in ZRP create a group of nodes of a specific radius (for example 2-hops) 

nodes within this radius then use proactive routing within the group. Thus these nodes 

then employ reactive routing for any node outside its local group. Therefore this protocol 

diminishes the cost of restructuring the hierarchy every time a node moves and lessens 

the formation of bottlenecks in the network. However when increasing network size the 

protocol suffers the same vulnerability as reactive routing protocols in that the number of 

nodes outside the group is increasing and the majority of nodes therefore lie outside the 

local group - causing more reactive lookups and expensive flooding. 
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2.3 Topology aware peer-to-peer networks 
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Figure 2.4: An example of overlay stretch in Pastry on MANETs. 
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An important aspect to consider is that a single overlay hop constitutes a route in the 

physical network which generally consists of multiple physical hops from the source of 

a request to the destination. Additionally one must remember that conventional P2P 

networks were designed for use on the Internet and generally ignore any aspect of the 

physical network routing. Due to this oversight, P2P networks are generally ignorant to 

the underlying physical network when constructing the topology of the overlay network. 

The consequence of this is that for example two neighbours in the overlay network -

two nodes who have a numerically close overlay ID - will not generally be close in the 

physical network, as their overlay ID is generated using a unique parameter such as IP 
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address. The effect of this - the difference between the physical and overlay routing hops 

disparity - is referred to as overlay stretch. In other words, this refers to the ratio between 

the length of the overlay path compared to the length of the direct physical path from the 

peer requesting the object to the destination. 

In Figure 2.4 is an example of stretch acting in the overlay network where it is assumed 

the overlay network architecture is Pastry. Here the source peer 71654340 which requests 

the object with an ID of 23616070 from the peer which is currently responsible. The first 

overlay hop shows the source peer forwarding the request to the peer with the ID 27573730. 

The request is then further forwarded to the peer with the ID 23742453, which in turn 

forwards the request to the peer with an ID of 23675263, which finally forwards the request 

to the peer responsible for the object with the peer ID 23617938. The peer responsible for 

the object ID then responds directly to the source peer with the requested data. When 

considering the overlay network, the architecture performs as expected, delivering the 

request from source to destination in a mere four hops, however in this example the 

request traverses the whole physical network until it reaches the final destination which 

is actually only one hop from the source in the physical network. Thus the request has 

traversed 13 hops in the physical network, where had the overlay known the route prior to 

the request, could have been reduced to just one hop. In this example the overlay stretch is 

13/1 = 2.6. It should be noted that this is an extreme example used to illustrate the effects 

of overlay stretch. In reality most modern DHTs utilise a method known as PNS, to aid 

in reducing overlay stretch, which has been examined to be between 1.6 and 2.2 in most 

cases [69]. 

Overlay stretch can be acceptable to a degree on the Internet due to fast links and 

abundance of fixed networks which will maintain constant power. However the issue can 

not be overstated in MANETs where every additional hops increases the chances that a 

packet will have a delivery failure and need to be retransmitted causing additional latency 

and load in the network. Thus several approaches have been studied in the literature to 

decrease the overlay stretch in DHTs. 
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One of the popular approaches proposed in [70] is known as landmarking. This approach 

involves a specific set of peers known to all peers in the network as landmark peers. These 

peers periodically measure the distance in hops between each other - by using a simple 

lightweight message such as a ping - without reliance on expensive positioning equipment 

such as Global Positioning System (GPS). Each peer will then order the landmark peers 

in terms of distance from them. Logically peers which are close to the same landmark 

peer should consequently be physically close in the network. Thus peers close to the same 

landmark peer are assigned an overlay ID with a prefix similar to the landmark peer. 

The authors in [36] propose another approach. In this architecture a peer joining the 

overlay calculates its overlay peer ID by measuring the distance to its closest physical 

neighbours in the overlay network. The distance between the local peer and its neighbours 

is then used to create what are known as virtual springs between the peers. The energy 

value then needed in order to maintain the minimum energy state for the joining peer 

within that set of virtual springs is then used to calculate the joining peers overlay ID. 

This approach may have a disadvantage however in MANETs due to the fact that physical 

neighbours can change frequently when mobility is inherent, therefore creating the need 

for more overlay ID regenerations in order to maintain the system. 

2.4 Summary 

In order to address the inefficiencies and scalability issues of flooding-based unstructured 

P2P networks, DHTs have been proposed and studied heavily in the literature. The afore

mentioned DHTs create structure in the network in order to make requesting data more 

efficient. Due however to the fact that conventional P2P networks are largely unaware of 

the topology of the underlying physical network, the overall route length taken in order to 

converge a single overlay request can be significantly longer than the direct route from the 

source of the request to the destination. In order to address this problem a number of ap

proaches have been developed to reduce the previously discussed overlay stretch issue by 

mapping physical proximity in the overlay ID space. The method of using landmark peers 
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as previously examined, can significantly lower the overlay stretch which occurs in the 

P2P networks of fixed or optimal networks. When deploying these approaches on top of 

MANETs however their apparent efficiency is no longer witnessed and the lookup success 

rate drops to unacceptably low levels due to factors such as MANET route discovery and 

packet collisions caused by the overhead of running two similar networks. Thus one can 

deduce that deploying conventional P2P networks on top of MANETs does not produce 

encouraging results, even when considering those P2P networks which optimise using 

PNS. Therefore this thesis will look at developing further optimisations to P2P networks in 

order to provide a reliable and efficient key-based overlay lookup architecture for specific 

scenarios taking into account, mobility and heterogeneity. 
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Chapter 3 

Related work 

The area of optimising Peer-ta-Peer (P2P) overlay architectures for Mobile Ad hoc Networks 

(MANETs) has attracted a lot of interest in the research community in the last decade. This 

chapter will first give an overview of the literature behind the concepts used as the building 

blocks for optimising P2P networks for MANETs followed by literature directly related to 

the P2P overlay architectures proposed in this thesis. 

3.1 Distributed hash tables 

Conventional Distributed Hash Table (DHT) networks provide a stable and solid basis for 

their optimisation on MANETs. One could therefore simply run such networks on top of 

MANETs due to their successful proliferation on the Internet. As DHTs are simply a form 

of storage, they would then provide their services to the relevant applications without any 

further modification. As previously discussed however, conventional DHTs designed for 

the Internet are not well suited to be used directly on MANETs for the following reasons 

found during the course of developing this thesis: 

• DHTs designed for the Internet may present the case where two neighbours in the 

DHT are physically far from each other, and hence are multiple hops apart in the 

physical network. This creates the situation whereby overlay routes incur unnec-
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essarily long physical routes resulting in greater overlay stretch. As shown in the 

previous chapter, some architectures have been proposed to further optimise this is

sue on DHTs designed for the Internet however they do not go far enough in order to 

meet the strict demands of MANETs whereby due to transmission errors and packet 

collisions the probability of successful packet delivery can drastically decrease with 

each added physical hop. 

• Due to mobility (sometimes high) in MANETs, their behaviour can be characterised 

as somewhat volatile and physical routes can change quickly. This creates a problem 

for conventional DHTs which take for granted the underlying links in the network, 

as they expect links to be static and always available. As an example there could 

easily be a situation where an overlay look up transverses over two overlay hops, 

thus if the routes are not already known to these peers, two route requests will need 

to be executed, as route requests in reactive MANET routing protocols are broadcast, 

the look up may have been more efficient if the peer had just broadcast the original 

request. 

• As previously mentioned, in order for DHTs to maintain consistency and allow 

object look ups to execute successfully, DHT peers have to periodically carry out 

DHT routing table maintenance. As neighbours may not be physically close to each 

other, this can create a significant amount of extra overhead traffic in the network, 

further compounding the issue of packet loss in MANETs due to more possibility of 

transmission errors and packet collisions. 

For these reasons one can come to the conclusion that DHTs which do not have fore

thought with regards to their optimisation for MANETs will not perform well when simply 

used unmodified on top of MANETs. Further evidence is provided for this in a later chapter 

of this thesis. 
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3.2 Unstructured peer-to-peer networks for MANETs 

3.2.1 Flooding-based peer-to-peer networks 

Previous work on optimising P2P overlay networks for MANETs had focussed on simply 

converting conventional unstructured P2P networks to be more efficient on MANETs by 

combining MANET routing and the unstructured flooding mechanism of the P2P overlay 

network in order to locate objects. In this section two such architectures are examined in 

detail. 

First the P2P file sharing protocol for MANETs entitled ORION as proposed by [71] 

is investigated. ORION proposes to combine a Gnutella-based [2] file sharing network 

with the MANET routing protocol Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV), in order 

to locate files in the P2P network. In ORION each peer shares their own locally stored 

repository of files in the network. Thus when a peer then wants to locate any file, the 

request is broadcast throughout the P2P network. Upon receiving a request for a file, the 

peer will first check if the specific search string is matched by any of the files in its local 

repository. If any match is found the peer will then reply to the source via the reverse route 

in the same way as AODV sends a Route Reply (RREP) message. All peers along the reverse 

route will then cache the response from the peer storing the files, thus making searches 

quicker in the future. Once the source peer receives the message containing the list of files 

from the peer responding to the search, the source peer will then send out a download 

request to said peer in order to receive those files. The message related to download the 

files will be send over the previous path found to the peer. The peer receiving the download 

request and storing the files, will then split the files into chunks and send the data over 

to the source peer. If no match is found the peer will first store the reverse route to the 

requestor - just as AODV does when an Route Request (RREQ) is received by a node -

and then forward the message on to its neighbours. 

The authors in [72] propose the Mobile Peer-to-peer Protocol (MPP) protocol which is 

proposed to facilitate file sharing in MANETs. The protocol is similar to the aforementioned 
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ORION protocol in that central to the protocol in MPP is the MANET routing protocol 

known as Enhanced Dynamic Source Routing (EDSR) which combines Gnutella based 

flooding with the MANET routing protocol Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [43]. Thus 

when a peer wishes to request a file, the request is flooded throughout the MANET network. 

The cross-layer nature of MPP means that when a search request is received by a peer, MPP 

will forward the request to the local application to see if the request matches any files. 

Any intermediate node adds its own address to the request packet thus creating DSR type 

routes, then retransmitting the search to its neighbours. If however the peer matches some 

files with the request, said peer will then reply directly to the source using the reverse 

route information contained in the search request. Once the reply has been received by 

the source it will proceed to download the file directly from the peer storing the files via 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) using EDSR which routes the packets normally akin 

to DSR. 

In [73] the authors first test the existing Gnutella [2] protocol directly on top of the 

MANET routing protocol AODV. They discover that the cost of flooding the network with 

the search requests is quite high, thus increasing dramatically the overall percentage of 

dropped packets in the network, however they did find some advantages to the flooding 

such as creating routes which had previously not been looked up, therefore negating the 

need to send a RREQ if these routed are then used in the future, thus increasing resilience. 

Their proposed improvements to the Gnutella protocol in order to be more optimised for 

MANETs involves borrowing concepts from the classic MANET routing algorithm known 

as Gossiping such as [74]. In Gossiping, each node will forward requests to its neighbours 

based on a pre-defined probability, said to reduce energy consUmption and network load. 

The architecture proposes an adaptive mechanism based on network load, whereby the 

forwarding probability for a given neighbour is calculated as p(l - u) where p is a fixed 

value and u(O <= u <= 1) is the utilisation of the neighbours queue. This process is then 

repeated at every peer which receives the query. This allows peers to send more messages 

to neighbours with a lower load while sending less messages to saturated nodes. While 
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the approach offers a more load balanced P2P network, it comes at the disadvantage of less 

discovery in the search process, as due to the selection of which peers to forward queries 

to some peers containing the searched for information may be overlooked. 

The above described architectures which combine unstructured flooding-based P2P 

overlay architectures with reactive MANET routing protocols is a straight forward and 

simple approach. Minimal changes are needed to the underlying routing protocols as 

they already have the capacity to transmit broadcast messages and reply directly given 

the response. The data actually being broadcast is of little importance to the routing 

protocol, as their design is fundamentally just about finding a route to a destination. The 

downside to such approaches however is their inability to scale well. Clearly in larger 

networks broadcast-style messages combined with more frequent requests will cause an 

over-abundance of messages in the network leading to ever more packet collisions and 

transmit failures, however this could be negated by using heavy caching of P2P lookups 

and piggy-backing of P2P messages on routing lookups, something that will be further 

investigated later in this thesis. 

3.2.2 Proactive search for mobile peer-to-peer networks 

The authors in [75] describe the Zone-based Peer-to-Peer (ZP2P) protocol aimed at redUCing 

the heavy load of broadcasting flood-based search requests. ZP2P is based on the concept 

of local zones, where each peer n is at the centre of its local zone. The radius of the zone 

is implementation specific and based on a distance in hops h. Thus all nodes which are 

within h hops of n are said to be within its zone. When a peer joins the network it sends 

an initial message advertising the information that the new peer is sharing in the network. 

Such a message will be broadcast within its h hops zone radius. Each one-hop neighbour 

of the peer will then reply with their own advertising information so that the peer can learn 

about information they are sharing in the network. Additionally one-hop neighbours also 

send messages regarding the information which more remote peers in the zone are sharing 

which the neighbour has previously received. Thus all members within a zone will know 
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about all information currently being shared within that zone. When the information a 

peer is sharing changes (i.e. due to addition or deletion) the peer will once again send an 

advertisement to its zone noting the changes. 

When a peer wishes to find an object in the P2P network, first it will check its local 

cache to see if the information is being shared by a peer within its local zone. If a match is 

found the peer will contact the remote peer storing the information directly and request to 

download it. If however the information can not be found within its own zone, the peer will 

forward the request to the peers on the border of its zone radius h hops away, this process 

is known as a bordercast message. These peers will first check their own local repository for 

a match with the search query. If no match is found locally they will check their local zone 

cache to determine if any of the peers in their local zone contain the requested information, 

and if so forward them the request. In order to maintain a route back to the source peer, 

peers keep track of the last-hop (known as the reverse route) from which the message have 

been received, much like AODV. If however the information is not found in this peers zone, 

it will then again forward the request in a bordercast message to the peers on the border 

of its zone. This process will then be repeated until either a specific Time-To-Live (TTL) is 

reached or the whole network has been searched. 

The concept of local zones may render some network wide broadcasts unnecessary, 

however the probability of the requested information being in a nearby zone is completely 

random. This is clearly the case in larger networks, where the chance for a request to be 

satisfied locally can be seen to be rare. Thus the usage of local zones does not scale well 

to larger networks. The notion of sending requests via the bordercast message can lower 

overall traffic as it acts as a kind of indexing system whereby the peers inside the zone need 

not know of the request. However in terms of scalability one can see that as the network 

size increases, and hence the number of zones increases, the number of zones needed to 

contact will cause issues in the network due to the volume of messages. Also the efficiency 

of the protocol can be dependant on the specifics of zone radius and density. Where a zone 

has a low density the number of physical hops needed to get from one side to the other 
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obviously increases, this has the effect of creating many more route requests in the network, 

and negates the supposed advantage of no longer needing flooding in the network. In such 

networks this fact combined with the additional regular advertisement messages may even 

create more messages than a traditional flooding-based protocol. Further adding to these 

issues are the matter of mobility, thus when a peers zone changes due to peer movement, 

advertisements will need to be reissued in order for the new peers to adhere to the protocol. 

3.3 Structured peer-to-peer networks for MANETs 

3.3.1 Pastry-based peer-to-peer networks 

Ekta [60,76] integrates Pastry DHT functionality with DSR MANET routing at the network 

layer in order to create a DHT substrate specifically designed for MANETs. 

Ekta peers still maintain the conventional Pastry routing table and leaf set. However 

instead of containing the normal DHT overlay ID along with the Internet Protocol (lP) 

address in the routing table, Ekta opts to store the DHT overlay ID along with the DSR 

style source route from the local peer to the destination. Upon a new peer p joining the 

network, it first assigns itself a unique overlay ID, then it contacts its bootstrap peer and 

requests it to route a lookup towards p's overlay ID. When the join request is received by 

the node x which has the closest peer ID to p, x then sends a message containing its leaf set 

to p. However unlike conventional Pastry, Ekta will not send any routing table information 

in its messages in order to decrease overhead in the network. The peer x will also broadcast 

a message to the peers in its leaf set to notify them of the new peer p joining the network. 

The key-based routing mechanism in Ekta is the same as that in conventional Pastry. 

Thus when a peer p wishes to send a packet requesting object k, it first consults its Pastry 

routing table or leaf set for the peer which has the longest common prefix matching with k 

in its peer ID, or if none exists, the peer with the closest numerically matching ID to k's ID. 

Once the destination peer has been determined the source route stored in the Ekta routing 

table is used to send the object request directly to said node. This process is completed at 
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each intermediate peer until the packet reaches the peer whom is currently responsible for 

k. 

If however peer p selects the next hop for a destination peer x and the physical route 

no longer exists, Ekta will behave in one of two ways: 

1. If the peer was selected from p's leaf set, then no alternative peer to the destination 

will exists, and therefore a normal DSR route discovery procedure need to take place 

to find the route from p to x. 

2. If the peer was selected from p's Pastry routing table, then p need not discover a route 

directly to x, instead p can select a route from its Pastry routing table which fulfils 

the same slot in the routing table entry as x, in said situation Ekta will then initiate 

a prefix-based route discovery for such a peer - unfortunately exactly how such a 

prefix-based route discovery process should be carried out is not described in Ekta, 

however any such method for doing so would generate considerable overhead in the 

network as either a network wide DSR route request would need to be initiated, or 

something akin to AODV's expanding ring search, both generating flooding in the 

physical network. 

Ekta additionally tries to optimise overhead caused, by utilising overheard packets. 

Ekta will proactively update its routing table and source routes based on information 

sourced from packets overhead from its neighbours. Thus where possible Ekta will not 

engage in heavy Pastry routing table maintenance but instead when Ekta overhears a 

packet, it will use the overlay 10 and source route contained in said packet to replace less 

optimal routes - in terms of number of hops to the destination - in the routing table, and 

update source routes. Thus Ekta significantly reduces the maintenance overhead observed 

when using Pastry directly on top of MANETs. 

As mentioned Ekta integrates Pastry's key-based routing method with the MANET 

routing protocol DSR at the routing layer. The simulation results found in [60,76] show 

that this method significantly improves performance when compared to simply using 
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Pastry on top of a MANET routing protocol. However Ekta omits one important aspect 

of optimising DHTs for MANETs, that of physical location awareness. Thus in Ekta there 

is no correlation between physical and overlay proximity, and like Pastry, peers which are 

neighbours in the virtual overlay may be physically far apart. This can have the effect of 

increasing the overhead of functions such as neighbour data replication due to the data 

having to travel on physically long paths. Ekta tries to overcome this issue by overhearing 

packets and replacing suboptimal routes with those based on the information from the 

overheard packets. This issue is also further compounded by the fact that Ekta peers 

need to periodically communicate with their leaf sets in order to establish that they're still 

participating in the overlay network, due to the aforementioned physically long routes, 

these important maintenance messages may be lost. Another issue is that in larger networks 

the object ID lookup process could experience the effect of traversing the network multiple 

times before arriving at the destination. This is caused by a long shared matching prefix 

with the current peer and the object ID meaning less alternative destinations will exist - a 

further description of this can be found in [69]. Thus scalability can be said to be an issue 

in larger networks comprising of Ekta peers. 

MADPastry [61] integrates the reactive MANET routing protocol AODV with the ap

plication layer Pastry [13] DHT to provide indirect routing functionality at the network 

layer. 

MADPastry uses a concept known as Random Landmarking [77] to create clusters 

of peers in the physical network which share a similar overlay ID prefix. Therefore 

two peers which are close in the physical network should also be numerically close to 

each other in the DHT. This means that neighbours in the physical network have a 

higher chance of being in their physical neighbours leaf set. This is achieved by using 

a set of Landmark keys. Landmark keys are chosen in order to divide the overlay ID 

space into equally sized segments for example in hexadecimal ID these keys could be: 

0800 ... 000, 1800 ... 000,2800 ... 000, ... , E800 ... 000, F800 ... 000. Thus to form clusters peers asso

ciate themselves with the nearest (determined by hop count) landmark node (the peer 
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closest to a landmark key which broadcasting its landmark key periodically) and thus 

adopts the same overlay ID prefix. A peer will adopt a new prefix if it moves closer to 

another landmark node. 

MADPastry maintains three different routing tables, the standard AODY routing table, 

a stripped down Pastry routing table, and standard Pastry leaf sets. The standard Pastry 

routing table as described in Section 2.1.2 is used whereby the routing table consists of 

log2b N rows with 2b -1 entries for each row. To lower the overhead induced by routing table 

maintenance traffic MADPastry uses a degenerative Pastry routing table. The MADPastry 

routing table needs to contain log2b K rows where K is the number of landmark keys. Thus 

it only needs enough entries to be able to contact a peer within each of the overlay clusters. 

The standard Pastry leaf set contains the L/2 closest peer IDs larger than the local peer, 

and the L/2 closest peer IDs but smaller than the local peer. In MADPastry a peer only 

pings its most immediate closest peers in order to reduce overhead, thus efficiency may 

be reduced in the case where leaf sets are not completely accurate. MADPastry utilises a 

standard AODY routing table whereby each hop along the route knows the next physical 

hop of a given route. 

Routing in MADPastry is carried out by first checking if the local peer is the destination, 

by establishing if any peers in the modified Pastry routing table have a closer matching 

prefix than the local peer. The peer will also check whether any peer in the local peers 

leaf set is numerically closer than the current peer. If the peer establishes that it's an 

intermediate peer (a closer matching peer is found) it will determine the next physical hop 

towards the destination and forward the packet on. If an intermediate peers own overlay 

ID is numerically closer to the key than the next overlay hop it will intercept the packet 

and consider itself as having completed said hop. To further reduce overhead MADPastry 

will broadcast the lookup within the local peer's cluster if a lookup has a matching prefix 

with the local peer and the physical next hop is unknown. 

Routing table maintenance in MADPastry is carried out as mentioned by pinging the 

immediately closest peers to the local peer but larger and smaller than the local peer. Thus 
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all other routing entries are gained by overhearing data from other packets. Thus AODV 

packets also contain the overlay ID of the previous physical hop. 

Clearly MADPastry strips out a lot of overhead and in doing so diminishes the efficiency 

of the overlay, especially in cases where traffic is sparse and not much information is 

overheard from other packets. In cases where mobility is high, routing table entries to 

other clusters may be incorrect, as the peers have moved into other clusters, at that point 

leaf sets will become important and having only the correct two closest numerically closest 

peers in the overlay to the local peer would severely increase the number of hops. The 

authors in [61] do not mention the process for replacing the two closest leaf set peers in 

the case where both leaf set peers were unreachable as this is more likely to happen in 

MADPastry than Pastry and could result in failed lookups and incorrect leaf sets, severely 

hampering performance. The authors in [61] also suggest that the protocol would perform 

better in larger networks due to more chance of overhearing data from other packets, 

however this could incur greater energy consumption as each peer will need to inspect 

every packet. Additionally this means that more routes are available and hence, any peer 

has less chance of being along a given route. 

3.3.2 Chord-based peer-to-peer networks 

In [78] an architecture entitled Iterative Successor Pointer Rewiring Protocol (ISPRP) is 

described. ISPRP is aimed at integrating Chord's [12] structured overlay routing and the 

underlying MANET routing protocol. ISPRP proposes to create a Chord-like overlay ring 

while deducting the need to an underlying routing protocol in MANETs. The main premise 

is that each node upon joining the network, issued itself a peer ID in the overlay. Further, 

each peer then stores the overlay ID of its one hop neighbours, as well as the overlay IDs of 

its successor and predecessor peers in the DHT, while maintaining DSR style routes to its 

successor and predecessor peers. To this end, a peer p selects the node s with the smallest 

numerical overlay ID among its one-hop neighbours while the ID of s at the same time 

being larger than the peer p's 10. Thus the peer p therefore assumes that its successor peer is 
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among its one-hop neighbours. Accordingly peer p sends an Successor Pointer Solicitation 

(SPS) message to peer s containing information to tell s that peer p has selected it as its 

successor peer. The SPS message also contains the reverse route back to the source node in 

a DSR style route. 

When a peer s receives an SPS message from any peer p it will check its local peer cache 

to determine if there are any inconsistencies. If no inconsistencies are found, peer swill 

store peer p as its predecessor peer along with the route to p which is contained within 

the SPS message. If however peer 5 does determine that an inconsistency is present, this 

would have occurred for one of two reasons: 

1. It could be that peer 5 had been storing an incorrect successor peer. This could occur 

for example if peer 5 had noticed a peer x contained in the source route to peer p 

which had an overlay 10 smaller than node s's current successor peer's 10 but larger 

than peer s's current 10. If such a scenario occurs then peer x will become peer 5'S 

successor peer and peer s will send an SPS message to peer x using the source route 

from peer p's original message. 

2. There is already another peer z pointing to peer 5 as its successor. Due to the fact 

that a peer cannot have two predecessors, peer 5 will determine which of peer p or 

z should be its predecessor. If one takes the example where z should remain the 

predecessor of peer 5, peer 5 will then select the peer from its local cache which it 

believes should be the successor of peer p instead. Peer s will then send an Successor 

Rewiring Solicitation (SRS) message back to peer p in order to inform it that peer z 

should be its successor peer, the message will also contain the source route from p 

to z via 5. Concurrently peer 5 will also send an SPS message directly to peer z on 

behalf of peer p in order to notify it that peer p should be its predecessor peer, and 

containing the source route from z to p via s. Whenever a peer receives an SPS or SRS 

message the peer will first determine if an inconsistency exists and the above process 

may repeat itself until consistency exists. 

ISPRP can therefore create a two-way Chord style overlay 10 ring without the need 
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for an underlying MANET routing protocol. In such a network, packets can therefore 

be routed based on the destination peers overlay ID instead of using a MANET routing 

protocol to find a route to a specific IP address. One can notice however that ISPRP leaves 

certain issues unaddressed. Firstly, it's clear that the source routes contained in the SPS 

and SRS messages will probably not be the shorted most efficient routes. Thus peers will 

often store routes to their successor and predecessor peers which are suboptimal routes 

when compared with MANET routing protocols such as Optimized Link State Routing 

(OLSR) or AODV. The authors of ISPRP also recognise this inefficiency and state that in 

order to reduce path lengths, peers will shorten their successor and predecessor paths using 

Dijkstra's algorithm [79]. However the exact method of how this will be achieved using the 

limited information known to peers is omitted in the paper. Secondly, due to the fact that 

peers only know the ID's of their successor and predecessor peers - as well as their random 

one-hop neighbours - this makes overlay lookups highly inefficient. Subsequently this 

could in the worst case mean traversing N /2 peers - where N is the number of peers in the 

network - in order for a lookup to converge. This issue is further compounded by the fact 

that physical proximity is not taken into account. This would therefore mean the protocol 

suffers from the same issue of overlay stretch as conventional DHT protocols, where a single 

lookup could traverse the physical network multiple times, further aggravated by the fact 

that as previously mentioned, routes are suboptimal. The biggest oversight however of 

ISPRP is the fact that mobility has been largely ignored. In MANETs routes often break 

and packets need to be retransmitted over a new route. ISPRP however does not mention 

how to detect route failures and how to repair them. Additionally it is not discussed how 

ISPRP will handle a node failure, and there is no consideration given to this situation, 

which would result in an incomplete overlay ID ring. 

In [78] the authors propose a Scalable Source Routing (SSR) protocol very similar 

to ISPRP. Upon joining the overlay network each peer acquires the source route to its 

numerical successor peer. Each peer maintains a cache of routes found by processing the 

reverse routes and forward routes of packets received. The peer's goal is to add O(log N) 
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source routes in its cache to peers whose difference in overlay ID increases exponentially. 

Similarly to ISPRP, SSR has some disadvantages. Firstly as previously mentioned the 

acquired source routes from successor updates can be highly inefficient when compared 

with traditional MANET routing protocols. To tackle this problem peers use the source 

routes from their routing cache to prune long source routes, such as routes containing loops 

or where a short-cut may have been found. The effectiveness of this method however is 

hard to quantify as the outcome depends entirely on the available source routes in the cache, 

thus there's no guarantee on how well the routes can be pruned. The second disadvantage 

of SSR is due to the fact that physical proximity is not taken into account. As with ISPRP, 

an object lookup can traverse the physical network multiple times. Again this is further 

compounded by the fact that source routes may be unnecessarily long as mentioned with 

ISPRP, which is clearly a trait not suited to MANETs. 

Another popular DHT-based architecture for MANETs is proposed in [80] known as 

Virtual Ring Routing (VRR). VRR works in a similar way to SSR. In VRR each peer maintains 

an AODV style route - where for a destination, just the next physical hop is stored towards 

the destination - to each of its v virtual neighbours - the TI2 peers with a numerically 

closest overlay ID but higher than the local peer's, and the TI2 peers with a numerically 

closest overlay ID but lower than the local peer's. 

The routing method in VRR comprises of simply looking up the peer in the routing table 

whose overlay ID is closest to that of the requested object's ID. A packet is then transmitted 

to the corresponding next hop for that routing table entry. When a peer receives a request 

it again looks in its routing table for the peer with the closest matching peer ID to the object 

ID, and again forwards the message. Thus the process is repeated until the peer receiving 

the object request is the peer with the closest overlay ID to the object and is therefore 

responsible for said object. 

Upon joining the network peer p will send a request to one of its physical neighbours n 

whom is already currently a member of the overlay network to send a request to the peer 

currently numerically closest to n's ID in order for n to join the network. The peer dosest 
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to n's overlay ID, peer x will then add peer n to its routing table and reply to peer n with a 

message which contains the v virtual neighbours for n. On receipt of said message n will 

then add peer x to its routing table. Thus peer n will finally contact its other v-I virtual 

neighbours in order to discover the physical routes to them. 

The authors in [80] do - unlike in SSR - discuss thoroughly how to handle link 

failures. However like SSR, VRR has a few significant disadvantages. Firstly because 

of the fact that peers setup routes to their virtual neighbours through existing physical 

neighbours, VRR will suffer from the same suboptimal routes which are inherent in SSR. 

Additionally there is no correlation between the physical location of a peer and its overlay 

ID. This creates the same issue whereby an object lookup can traverse the physical network 

multiple times, again being compounded by suboptimal routes. The impact of this can 

be seen in the results presented in [80]. Where the network size is over 150 peers, VRR's 

packet delivery ratio plummets drastically therefore bringing into question the scalability 

ofVRR. 

3.4 Hierarchical peer-to-peer networks 

Another interesting area to investigate is that of hierarchical P2P networks. These networks 

generally delegate responsibility of P2P routing lookups starting from a subset of the 

network and increasing the lookup's reach should the initial set of peers not contain the 

requested information. 

The authors in the paper [81] describe a DHT based hierarchical P2P routing algorithm 

entitled HIERAS. The HIERAS algorithm is proposed to decrease lookup latency in P2P 

networks, to achieve this they aim to create several lower level P2P DHT rings which span 

of the highest level DHT ring. Each lower level ring is a subset of the overall P2P overlay 

network. HIERAS creates said DHT rings by using a strategy whereby the average link 

latency is lower for all peers in each common ring. Another property of this algorithm 

is that latency between peers in lower rings is lower than those in higher rings. The P2P 

lookups are first executed in the lower level rings before falling back to the higher rings if 
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the search is not successful. The performance of the algorithm generally depends on much 

of the lookups completing within the lower rings. The algorithm contains multiple DHT 

rings which are based on the Chord DHT architecture, each ring is a subset of a larger ring, 

creating a hierarchical topology. The Chord finger table is used as the highest layer finger 

table, additionally each peer also creates m -1 (where m is the hierarchy depth) more finger 

tables for each lower level DHT ring it belongs to. 

The HIERAS architecture uses landmark nodes spread across the Internet, these land

mark nodes are responsible for designating each lower level DHT ring. How landmark 

nodes are chosen is not mentioned in the paper, and could be a worthwhile investigation 

for the future. Peers in the DHT use the latency information of landmark nodes to decide 

which lower level DHT ring to participate in. 

For use in MANETs the performance of HIERAS has some characteristics which would 

be useful, such as more aspects of proximity awareness among peers. However its per

formance in smaller networks such as MANETs is questionable. As the authors do not 

mention how the number of landmark nodes scales with the number of peers in the sys

tem, it appears to be a configuration parameter and not real-time adaptive. The constraint 

of battery life and mobility in MANETs means that the number of peers in the network 

can vary greatly, thus having the number of landmark nodes adapt to the number of peers 

seems a logical step. The authors also mention that the protocol creates more overhead in 

the network, this requires more energy consumption and would need to be addressed if 

the protocol was developed for MANETs. Finally due to the protocol being Internet centric 

obviously no thought has been given to node mobility. This would pose a major obstacle 

for using HIERAS in MANETs as one would need to account for moving closer to another 

landmark peer. Said peer could simply leave the network and rejoin, but this may cause 

the network to become unbalanced in terms of load. 

The paper [82] the authors present a P2P overlay network that maintains complete 

membership information at each node in order to lookup queries in just one hop, thus 

reducing lookup latency. The system design considers networks of n peers where n is 
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a large number like lOS or 106• Every peer in the overlay is assigned a unique 12S-bit 

identifier and has a predecessor and successor in the modulo 2128 ring akin to the Chord 

protocol. Clients issue queries that try to reach the successor peer of a particular identifier 

in one hop. To achieve their goal every peer in the system should keep a full routing table 

containing information about every other peer in the overlay. In order to keep full state 

information at every peer, a hierarchy is imposed on the system to form dissemination 

trees, these are used to propagate event information. 

Hierarchy is imposed on the system by dividing the 12S-bit ring identified space into 

k equal sections called slices. Thus the ith slice will contain all peers in the overlay whose 

peer ID lies in the range [i· 2128 /k,(i + 1)· 2128 /k). The algorithm assumes a uniformly 

distributed ID space, thus each slice should have about the same number of peers at any 

time given the large network size they consider. Each slice will have a slice leader which is 

chosen dynamically as the peer that is the successor of the mid-point of the slice ID space. 

Therefore the ith slice would be given the slice leader which has the successor key closest 

to (i + 1/2) .2128 /k. In a similar way slices are divided into equal sized sub-slices called 

units. Each unit will have a unit leader which is dynamically chosen as the successor of 

the mid-point of the unit ID space. 

When a peer detects a change in the membership of a slice (through keep-alive mes

sages), it sends an event notification to the slice leader. The slice leader then collects all event 

notifications from its slice and aggregates them for a certain time period before sending a 

message to other slice leaders regarding any changes. These slice leaders then aggregate 

messages they receive for a certain time period before sending said event notifications to 

all unit leaders if their respective slices. Each unit leader will then piggy-back the event 

information on to keep-alive messages to its successor and predecessor. Finally each peer 

will then propagate this information to its successor if received from its predecessor and 

vice-versa if received from its successor. 

The notion of a one-hop P2P network is indeed interesting in MANETs due to the 

lowered latency in lookups. However there is a fine balance between reducing latency, 
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and increasing congestion in the network due to the overhead induced by maintaining 

state information at all peers. On a large network such as the Internet, congestion is 

not so much an issue, however in MANETs links upon which many routes traverse can 

become congested, thus requiring more consideration. This could be alleviated by piggy

backing some traffic on to the routing packets, however as the routing protocol for proactive 

networks already has all state information about the network, using a cross-layer approach 

may be more efficient. 

The paper [82] unfortunately does not investigate efficiency of smaller networks such 

as those expected to be the size of a MANET. A possible issue with smaller networks using 

this protocol pertains to load-balancing. There could be cases where there simply are not 

enough peers in order to have a uniformly distributed ID space. Thus there would not be 

enough peers to satisfy the number needed for every required slice leader and unit leader. 

3.5 Service discovery for MANETs 

Service discovery for MANETs is another related area which should be investigated due 

to its applicability as a distributed platform for applications on MANETs. This area has 

also received much research interest over the past decade. Thus this section will give an 

overview of the main concepts and proposed solutions in the field. 

3.5.1 Broadcast-based service discovery 

The Simplest method to do service discovery in MANETs is to send a broadcast message 

throughout the network. Upon receiving such a request, a peer will check its local reposi

tory to establish whether it has the searched for data, if so the peer will sent its response back 

to the originator of the request. One of the first solutions akin to this is presented in [83]. 

In this protocol, when ever a peer successfully finds that they are storing the searched for 

data, the peer will reply directly using which ever underlying MANET routing protocol is 

being used. The originator of the request would then use said routing protocol for then 

connecting to the discovered service. 
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Integration the service discovery architecture with the routing protocol is another pop

ular method discussed in the literature. Such a method is proposed in [84], whereby 

peers periodically broadcast their service advertisement within a certain hop radius. Due 

to there being no routing protocol used in this instance, each peer stores along with the 

advertisement, the last hop from where the service advertisement was received. Thus an 

AODV style route back to the originator of the service advertisement is constructed. In 

this proposed architecture, when searching for a particular service, these requests are also 

broadcast in the same manner, where peers forwarding the request store an AODV like 

reverse path back to the originator of the request. When a peer receives a request first 

it checked whether the service is provided locally, if so it responds back with its service 

advertisement. The idea presented is a simple solution, however there are a number of 

issued which are not addressed, such as how a requesting peer will know the route to the 

service provider upon receiving a reply to said service request, as no routing protocol is 

employed. If the requester would contact the service provider via the responding interme

diate peer, this would obviously be highly suboptimal. The situation of how a peer will 

handle the breaking of a route to a provider upon having already constructed a route is 

also not addressed, which could be a common scenario in MANETs with high mobility. 

Another more thorough solution is presented in [85]. In said paper the authors propose 

to create a new message type in the MANET routing protocol AODV specifically for service 

discovery. The message is handled exactly the same as a normal RREQ however instead 

of peers looking up a route, they check whether they can provide the requested service. If 

such a service is available they reply to the request in a similar way to a RREP. In all other 

functions such as accessing requested services, normal AODV is utilised to communicate. 

Broadcast-based service discovery architectures for MANETs are very similar in opera

tion to unstructured P2P networks designed to operate on MANETs as described in Section 

3.2. One can go so far as to say that the two techniques are almost indistinguishable from 

each other except for the fact that service discovery looks up services and allows for their 

usage as apposed to finding files and downloading them. Thus broadcast-based service 
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discovery methods for MANETs exhibit the same issues as the unstructured P2P protocols 

designed for MANETs, namely those discussed relating to scalability. 

3.5.2 Geographic service discovery 

Another area of service discovery protocols can be classed as geographic-based service dis

covery protocols [86-90]. These protocols can be described as using geographic positioning, 

for instance using Global Positioning System (GPS) and geographic routing to provide ef

ficient service discovery mechanisms in MANETs. In [89] for example, the concept of 

geographic hashing is introduced. In this case, each object is hashed into a geographical 

area of the network and thus the node closest to the hash therefore is responsible for being 

the directory for said object. Thus when a peer wishes to store or look up an object, said 

peer simply routes the request to the object's hash co-ordinates in the physical network 

using the geographic based ad-hoc routing protocol as described in [91]. 

Geographic service discovery protocols are able to provide efficient service discovery in 

MANETs. The feature of having available information on a peers geographic position can 

be seen as a great advantage when routing data between peers as the route should follow 

the shortest physical path. Providing further efficiency is that fact that route maintenance 

is no longer necessary as a peer only need know its one hop neighbours and the direction 

in which to forward the packet. Thus by combining geographical routing with geographic

based hashing, one can eliminate overlay stretch as the objects can be mapped directly on 

to the physical network. 

These protocols however require the geographic position of the peer, by using tech

nologies such as GPS which if often consume energy resources quickly, energy resources 

which are usually quite limited in MANET devices. In recent times GPS is cornmon among 

devices which could be used in MANETs, even so there are many limitations on the places 

in which GPS works due to line of sight, and of course their complete failure when used 

indoors or underground. Thus this means the applicability of geographic-based solutions 

remains limited to a strict set of scenarios in which position can be guaranteed. As the focus 
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of this thesis should not be limited by these constraints - MANETs have a wide range 

of uses indoors and in underground scenarios such as emergency situations where GPS is 

either unreliable or not available - geographic-based service discovery and object lookup 

will not be further discussed. For further reading on the subject the readers are encouraged 

to examine a thorough study of such services as provided by the authors in [86,92] 

3.5.3 Hierarchical service discovery 

The authors of [93] propose a system whereby peers dynamically assign themselves hierar

chical addresses. The node addresses consist of 1 bits and the address space is conceptually 

organised as a binary tree with I + 1 levels. The leaves of said tree denote the the individual 

peers, whereas the inner tree node defines a sub-tree consisting of addresses with a com

mon matching prefix. In order to guarantee routing converges, the system relies on what 

they describe as a prefix sub-graph constraint, where each sub-tree must form a connected 

sub-graph in the physical network. Thus one can derive that peers whom are leaves of a 

given sub-tree must be able to reach each other. The system also introduces level-k Siblings 

in order to enable routing. The level-k sibling of a given peer's address is the sub-tree 

of said peer which contains the peer addresses which share a matching prefix of I - k - 1 

bits with the local peer's address. As the addresses are binary based each level-k sub-tree 

therefore consists of exactly two level - k - 1 sub-trees. Thus each level-k address has one 

level-k sibling and a total of 1 Siblings. 

The routing table for each peer consists of one entry for each level-k Sibling which 

contains the route information to any peer in the respective level-k sibling. Hence the 

routing table contains 1 entries. Upon a peer then requesting to route a packet to a given 

destination, the peer first needs to determine in which sibling tree the given address resides. 

Then it simply uses the given routing table entry for said sibling and routes the packet to 

the peer stored in such entry in the routing table. As the address allocation is dynamic, 

peers will often not be aware of the current address of the destination peer. In order for the 

peer to resolve the required address the system utilises a DHT -based lookup message. In 
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order to achieve this each peer hashes its static ID into the address space. The peer which 

has the closest address - where closeness is defined by the XOR value of the hash key and 

peer address - to said hash key will then store the peers current address. 

This DHT -based name resolution could therefore be used for general purpose service 

discovery as an additional feature. In this case services and objects could be hashed into 

the address space and akin to the name lookup procedure, the peer closest to the service 

or object hash key would then act as its temporary directory peer. Thus because of the 

deterministic hierarchical routing employed the overhead incurred by service discovery 

would be significantly reduced when compared to broadcast-based or multicast-based 

service discovery protocols. The resulting service discovery protocol would be very well 

suited to smaller networks with less mobility. In larger networks however the system 

would incur a lot of address reorganisations, due to peers moving around more often 

causing frequent of the prefix sub-graph constraint previously mentioned. This would 

have the effect of peers having to reassign their addresses in order to satisfy the constraint. 

This is further compounded by the fact that when a peer acquires a new address the 

service advertisements for which it was previously responsible for would then need to be 

reassigned to the peer which is now responsible for said service hash keys. Additionally 

said peer will also need to acquire the correct service advertisements for which it is now 

responsible for from the current service directory peers. In dynamic networks, due to the 

strict relationship between the address tree and the peer address, such reassignments could 

occur frequently, therefore leading to a high overhead in the network from the resulting 

hand over traffic. 

3.5.4 Cluster-based service discovery 

Another popular proposed service discovery method adapted for MANETs is that con

cerning cluster based service discovery. In [94] such a method is proposed. The authors 

propose local directory peers, which are selected so that every peer has at least one such 

directory peer within a radius of h hops. Normal peers register their services with the 
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designated directory peer within their h hops cluster. Such directory peers will periodi

cally advertise their presence to the peers within their cluster. In order to reduce overhead 

the directory peer advertisements will be propagated within the cluster within a two hop 

radius, and again repeated another two hops until the advertisements meet the h hop 

limit. These advertisements can also be used by peers in order to update their routing 

information regarding the route to their directory peer. If a non-directory peer does not 

hear from any directory peer within a certain time period, it will initiate a directory election 

request which is again propagated over h hops at two hop intervals. Thus peers willing to 

become directory peers - which is dependant on their available capacity - will respond 

to the requesting peer. If more than one peer replies to the request, the requesting peer 

will then decide which peer to elect as its directory peer based on a given metric such as its 

available capacity, thus it will then register its service with said peer. Directory peers will 

also periodically exchange their indexes with each other, this is achieved by using a bloom 

filter representation of the service advertisements which are stored in their directory. To 

this end directory peers periodically advertise their bloom filters over a 2 It h radius to other 

directory peers. Such advertisements also act as ways for directory peers to maintain routes 

to their directory peer neighbours. In order for a peer to request a service, the request is 

first sent to the local directory peer. Having received the message, the local directory peer 

will then check its directory for any matching services. If a match is indeed found, it will 

reply directly to the requesting peer. However if no matching services can be found, the 

local directory will initiate a global service request. To achieve this, the local directory peer 

will first probe the bloom filters of known other directory peers in order to select directory 

peers which are likely to have a matching service in the respective directory, the message 

requesting such a service is then forwarded to the selected peers. The aforementioned 

process is then continued at each directory peer until the request reaches a peer which is 

able to fulfil the request. 

The concept described in [94] has been shown to reduce service discovery overhead 

in relatively small networks with low mobility. However in larger networks with higher 
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mobility the efficiency of such an approach will soon diminish. As the network grows, 

it will become less likely that a directory peer forwarding a request will know of other 

directory peers likely to be able to fulfil the requested service requirement. Thus in larger 

networks which exhibit higher levels of mobility, the global service discovery process 

will be akin to a broadcast based service discovery process among the directory peers, 

bringing the scalability pitfalls of a broadcast approach to the described service discovery 

protocol. The selection process used for forwarding service discovery requests is not well 

described in the paper. The authors in [94] explain that discovery peers probe the bloom 

filters of other known directory peers in order to select those which are likely to have 

a matching service in their directory. The outline of the forwarding decision algorithm 

however only seems to take into consideration remaining battery life as well as distance. 

Another issue remains the fact that the size of the cluster radius h is not described, and 

calculating an optimal value is not investigated. The authors merely state that the value is 

dependant on the peer density. The value of h will obviously have a great impact on the 

overall protocol performance. As an example, if a too large value of h is used, the size of 

the clusters will become too large and the routes from non-directory peers to their local 

directory peers which were established during propagation of the directory advertisements 

will frequently fail. Then depending on the underlying MANET routing protocol used 

high overhead route discoveries will then need to take place. Meanwhile the distances 

between directory peers will also increase, meaning that inter-directory routes will also fail 

frequently further decreasing the performance of the global service discovery process and 

creating the need to incur again more route requests on the underlying MANET routing 

protocol. In the case where h is given too small however, the number of directory peers will 

increase significantly. Therefore when a global service discovery takes place, the chances 

of a directory peer knowing of other directory peers which are likely to be able to fulfil the 

service request will further decrease. In this case the global service discovery will again 

involve a large number of peers and the process of service discovery will again be akin to 

a costly broadcast based approach. 
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3.5.5 Multicast-based service discovery 

Another method for service discovery on MANETs is the usage of multicast trees upon 

which services are advertised and can be requested. One of the most popular papers in 

this area [95] proposes a service discover architecture entitled Konark. In this architecture 

every peers maintains a topic-based register tree which is used to store known service 

advertisements. Peers will then periodically advertise their services in the network. Service 

discovery is achieved by a request being propagated throughout the multicast group where 

each peer receiving it will check its local registry for a service matching the request, if a 

match is found said peer will then reply. Several issues are left open with this architecture. 

Such as how multicast groups are formed and maintained. The example in the paper 

states that all participating peers will join the same locally scoped multicast group, this 

would equate to to a request being broadcast within the entire network. Additionally the 

categories at each level of the registry are not defined in the paper. 

The authors in [96] present a more complete method for service discovery in MANETs. 

The authors propose to construct a virtual backbone of backbone peers known as Virtual 

Access Points (VAPs) which are two or three hops away from each other. Hello messages 

are used in order to establish routes between neighbouring YAP peers which periodically 

maintain the backbone. Normal peers register with the closest YAP peer which allows 

them to advertise their services. In order for a peer to request a service, YAPs construct 

multicast trees on top of the virtual backbone on demand. Thus when a peer wishes to 

request a service it sends such a message to its local YAP peer. Therefore each YAP is 

the root of its multicast tree, then for each multicast source, each YAP maintains a list of 

its neighbouring YAPs to which it should forward the said message as determined by the 

multicast source. As mentioned the multicast trees are constructed on demand. A YAP's 

forwarding list for each multicast source initially contains only the neighbouring YAPs. 

When a YAP receives a multicast message, it prunes the previous YAP from which it has 

received the message from its forwarding list for the given source, as such a YAP would 

have already received the message. If a YAP receives a duplicate message from another 
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YAP to which it had not forwarded the message, it will send a prune message to said YAP 

instructing it to remove the local YAP from its forwarding list for this particular multicast 

source. Due to this, the initial message sent from a YAP will resemble a regular broadcast 

to all YAP peers. However subsequent message will be sent started from the YAP source 

and able to use the constructed multicast structure. 

YAP based multicasting can reduce service discovery overhead as seen in the results 

from the paper in static or slow moving networks. However in highly dynamic networks 

with more mobility the efficiency of the protocol can be expected to suffer greatly. In highly 

dynamic networks the virtual backbone topology will become unreliable as YAPs change 

regularly in order for the distance between backbones to be maintained (usually two or 

three hops). Furthermore, when an existing YAP is made aware of a new neighbour YAP it 

will need to reinitialise its forwarding lists as the old multicast trees would be significantly 

altered. Due to as previously mentioned, initial messaged resembling broadcast message 

between virtual backbone peers, this could severely affect performance. 

It can be deduced from the results of the above papers that multicast based service dis

covery protocols for MANETs reduce advertisement and service request overhead when 

compared with simple broadcast-based approaches. Multicast based service discovery 

protocols can be seen to excel especially in static or slow moving networks where the 

multicast structure is not severely disrupted. However in networks with higher mobility 

and dynamism, the multicast structure can be constantly changing as peers move around. 

This in tum will cause the multicast structures to be difficult to maintain and cause signif

icantly high overhead causing highly dynamic multicast based protocols to resemble their 

broadcast based counterparts in such circumstances. 

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter number of different approaches have been examined which could poten

tially be used as the basis for large-scale distributed network applications and services 

in MANETs. The various approaches evaluated has been designed for a wide variety 
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of different application scenarios. To elaborate, some have been designed with specific 

utilities in mind for their functional use, such as file-sharing, where as others have been 

presented more as the basis for applications to be built upon. In keeping with this idea, the 

different approaches also focus on optimising for different aspects of the network, such as 

maintenance complexity or service discovery overhead. 
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Chapter 4 

ROBUSTDHT 

In this chapter the proposed architecture entitled Reliable Overlay Based Utilisation of 

Services and Topology (ROBUST) Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [45] is presented in order 

to satisfy the research objectives ROI, R03, and R04-R05. The aim of the architecture 

is to decrease the average path length and lookup time when sending DHT messages 

thereby decreasing stretch, while decreasing the maximum path length from the O(log N) 

complexity seen in most common DHTs used today, where N is the number Mobile Ad 

hoc Network (MANET) peers. The proposed architecture should be heterogenous in that 

it should operate independently of the MANET routing protocol, thus providing flexibility 

of which MANET routing protocol a potential administrator could use. The advantage of 

this approach is due to the MANET community which is currently undecided on which 

MANET routing protocol will eventually become a standard, thus in this chapter ROBUST 

is evaluated and compared with OpenDHT [11] on top of the MANET routing protocols 

Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector version 2 (AODVv2) [49] and Optimized Link State 

Routing version 2 (OLSRv2) [47]. 

4.1 Overview of design 

The concept central to our DHT is to use a clustered hierarchical topology. This means peers 

will be clustered together based on proximity in the underlying MANET. The peers will be 
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connected via a super peer which keeps track of peers within the cluster and also carries out 

cluster maintenance. Cluster peers will be able to communicate with one another, however 

peers within each cluster will forward their queries to their dedicated super peer, if the 

destination lies outside of the cluster, the peer will forward the query to the super peer 

responsible for the destination peer, the destination peer will then reply to the request. 

At any given time C clusters are needed where C = r jo~ N 1 and N is the total number 

of peers in the network. This gives us a total routing complexity of O(log2 C) + 0(1) and 

O(10g2 C) ~ 0(10g2 N). The 0(1) is due to the fact that the peer has to forward the request 

to its super-peer in the beginning. 

To address the issue of scalability and reduce anyone super peer from being bottle

necked, more clusters would need to be factored into the DHT as the amount of peers 

increases. Two algOrithms to increase the number of clusters will be investigated. The first 

of which is when lo~N > 2C where C is the current number of super peers, each cluster 

will split their responsible ID space by 2. This maintains a balanced load and only creates 

more overhead due to moving keys at 2C. In the second algorithm the number of clusters 

is increased for every C = lo~ N and would need to decrease the size of each cluster by: 

100 100 

C - (lo~N) 
(4.1) 

percent where C is the amount of current clusters. Decreasing the size of each cluster would 

leave ID space between each cluster, therefore each cluster would need to be moved in order 

to create a seamless 10 space, resulting in a need to move a total of: 

(4.2) 

data keys when the number of keys each peer is responsible for is 0(log2 N) keys. 

When the number of peers in the DHT decreases it is possible clusters may collapse, 

the nature of how peers join the DHT means that equal 10 space is given to each cluster. 

However if all of the peers in a cluster leave the network, there is no longer a need for so 
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many clusters as C < IO~ N ' however to limit overhead and to maintain a threshold, the 

number of clusters will only be decreased when IO~ N < 2C. In order to decrease clusters 

super peers will calculate the new ID space for which they are responsible. For example 

super peer i will calculate the new ID space for which it is responsible as i . 2128 IC given 

an ID space of modulo 2128. Once this has been computed the super peer can assign ID 

space to each peer to keep the network and ID space load-balanced. This adaptive quality 

means that the overlay can maintain a lower number of total hops during lookups and 

decrease lookup latency whilst still being scalable and load balanced. When building the 

algorithm it has been specifically modelled to deal with a lower number of peers than that 

of DHTs created for use in massive networks. For instance DHT's used on the Internet 

can encompass thousands of peers, such possibilities are not foreseen in MANETs due to 

the restrictions of the routing protocols with regards to packet collisions and transmission 

errors causing many dropped packets as seen in our simulations later in this chapter. 

ROBUST Routing Architecure: Peer 344 looks up key 179 

182 

170 ! 
100 

132 

119 

Peer 

Cluster peer 

Source peer 

Destination peer 

188 

259 
164 

082 011 

Cluster 0 ... 

219 

Cluster 3 ... 

Figure 4.1: The ROBUST DHT routing architecture 

Figure 4.1 shows the ROBUST routing mechanism. In this example peer 344 looks up 
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the overlay ID 179, one can note that first the look up message is sent to the local peers 

cluster peer, which then forwards it to the cluster peer responsible for that ID prefix, in this 

case 100. Upon receiving the lookup message, cluster peer 100 then forwards the message 

to the peer in its cluster whom is responsible - numerically closest - to the peer ID being 

looked up, in this case peer 182. The peer with ID 182 will then reply directly to peer 344 

using the underlying MANET routing protocol. 

Peer proximity is central to the proposed algorithm and the architecture has been 

designed with this notion in mind. From the start when peers join the overlay they contact 

the nearest bootstrap peer, which is the nearest super peer. If the number of peers within 

the cluster is less than log2 N the peer will join that cluster after being given a peerID by 

the super peer in order to maintain ID space equality. If the the number of peers within the 

cluster is equal to log2 N the super peer will forward the join request to its closest two super 

peers (the first numerically greater than and less than its own peerID) these super peers 

will then run the same algorithm until the peer has joined a cluster with a free space. The 

maximum number of steps to find a non-full cluster is denoted as O(log2 C). 

The next step is to take into account mobility. When peers move through the physical 

space, they may be closer physically to another super peer. In order to maintain proximity a 

function aptly named proximity synchronisation is proposed. This is achieved by super peers 

periodically broadcasting a beacon to each of the peers within their cluster, these peers then 

forward the beacon to any peers around them with a 1 hop Time-To-Live (TTL). The result 

of this function is that if a peer moves closer to another super peer, it can ping the newly 

discovered super peer and compare its latency with the current super peer with which 

it has established communications. If the newly discovered super peer is closer, the peer 

sends a move request to the relevant super peer, if the cluster is not full the peer leaves the 

overlay with its current ID and rejoins with an ID issued by the new super peer. This only 

happens periodically to limit overhead and the problem of a peer intermittently switching 

between two close super peers. 

Another factor taken into account in this chapter for the proposed architecture is that 
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of super peer election, the super peer should be the peer whom is optimally suited to 

take the role. Therefore factors such as throughput, remaining battery power and latency 

should be taken into account. It is proposed that periodically the current super peer will 

poll all of the peers within its cluster for a reliability metric u every 300 seconds so that the 

network is not over saturated with super peer changes. The reliability metric is calculated 

as the following; u = WIt + W2b + w31. To allow flexibility in different scenarios, Wj values 

are weights given to increase or decrease the impact factor of a given metric. The values 

of t, b and I are measured by a threshold denoted as [VIV2, ••• , Vj] where a higher value 

equates to higher reliability. The data values used to calculate the reliability metric are 

as follows; maximum throughput t in bits per second, remaining battery power b as a 

percentage of remaining power, and latency I which is the average latency between the 

peer and every peer in the cluster. This metric allows us to simply select the peer with the 

highest reliability metric to be the super peer. 

In order to calculate N to be used to define the cluster sizes, all super peers must agree 

on the size of the network. This is achieved by using a specific key in the DHT network to 

store information about cluster sizes. The specific key which would store the cluster sizes 

would be preconfigured. The data corresponding to the key is a list which each super peer 

either adds to or updates. The list contains the key of the super peer, and the corresponding 

number of peers in its cluster. Each super peer should update the list periodically. In order 

to confirm that the data is correct, upon retrieving the list - in order to recalculate N -

the super peer will ping each other super peer on the list, the ping packet will also contain 

the number of peers said to be in its cluster as determined from the list. The pinged super 

peer will then reply back to the enquiring super peer with the difference between the list 

value and actual value if there is one. If no reply is received within a specified period, the 

super peer is deemed offline and it is removed from the list and not counted towards N. 

Looking back to Section 3.4 where the literature review of hierarchical Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 

networks studies other hierarchical designs, the proposed protocol takes into account peer 

mobility by allowing peers to feely move between clusters. The proposed protocol is also 
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more suited to smaller networks as would be expected in MANETs as its load-balancing 

and scalable nature means that most of the DHT ID space should be covered as apposed to 

other architectures which require a certain number of peers in order to function correctly. 

It should also exhibit less overhead when compared to one-hop DHTs as state information 

about the entire network is not needed at every peer, in fact a regular peer in the worst case 

would only need to know its super-peer to be able to execute lookups. 

4.2 Detailed description of protocol 

This section describes the signalling packets needed to maintain the ROBUST DHT. The 

model consists of the list of inputs followed by the computational functions, followed by 

a practical example in the performance evaluation section. The formulas also indicate the 

packet overhead which provide insight into the efficiency of the proposed architecture due 

to the sensitivity of MANETs to network congestion when a high number of packets are 

being exchanged. This can be evidenced by the large number of duplicate packets sent and 

received by MANET nodes on the transport layer due to expiring of the round trip timer 

which is estimated using previous sent packets. Thus, the higher the amount of packets 

being routed around the MANET the higher the delay jitter occurs causing high variance 

in Round Trip Time (RTT); causing even more duplicate packets. 

Within the DHT, single overlay hops can be attributed to multiple physical hops on 

the underlying network. Thus, in a typical overlay the upper bound on hops is denoted 

as DHThmax = O(log2N) where n is equal to the total number of peers in the overlay 

network. However in ROBUST this routing request is reduced through super peers and 

hence having an upper bound on hops described as DHThmax = O(log2 C). 

In the model it is assumed the underlying transport layer protocol is User Datagram 

Protocol (UDP) as used in OpenDHT [11] this is due to the fact that the DHT must have 

access to transport information in order make decisions such as whether to remove a peer 

due to packet loss, reliable transfers are expected by using of acknowledgement packets 

and sequence numbers in the DHT and the use of round trip timers. The total packets (space) 
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are calculated which are needed for DHT data gathering, and overlay maintenance for each 

peer denoted as: 

DHTproc = DHTget(no.$ets) + DHT put(no-puts) 

+ DHTack + DHTsync(tsync) + DHT/s_up(t/s) 

+ DHTping(tping) + DHTc/str_beacon(t/Jeacon) 

+ DHT prOUync(tprox_sync) 

+ DHTjoin(no_joins) 

(4.3) 

where the DHT functions are denoted below. First DHT gets (data retrieval) are calculated 

as follows: 

D HT get = 2DHT geUeq . DHThmax . nO.$ets (4.4) 

This equation has been derived based on the fact that there are two packet types sent 

for one get - a get is how a DHT key-based lookup request is referred to - (GET and 

GET_SUCCESS) therefore the total must be multiplied by a factor of 2, each overlay hop is 

then taken into account, denoted as DHThmax and it is multiplied for the total number of 

gets for the systems, in order to get the spacial overhead. Similarly all puts are calculated 

- a put is how a DHT request to store a particular key value pair in the DHT is referred to 

- in the DHT as: 

DHTput = 2DHTpuueq • DHThmax • no-puts (4.5) 

Then the packets required for data synchronisation across all peers for a particular 
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given leaf set are calculated: 

DHTsync = (DHTsynOillls+ 

T 
DHTstr keys) . DHThmax • --

- tsync 

73 

(4.6) 

where DHTsync_vals is the synchronisation request packet, DHTstrjceys are the storage keys 

held at the leaf set peer for which both the requesting peer and the leaf set peer are 

responsible and tsync is the periodic synchronisation interval. The function for leaf set 

updating is denoted as: 

(4.7) 

where DHTpulUs denotes the leaf set pull request, DHTpush_ls denotes the keys of all the leaf 

set peers required and tis equates to the periodic leaf set update interval. The function for 

peers joining the overlay can be described as: 

DHTjoin = DHTjoinJeq • DHThmax • C . no_joins (4.8) 

where DHTjoinJeq equates to the join request packet, which is forwarded to the nearest 

super peer with a free space in the cluster C this is multiplied by the number of peers which 

join the network no_joins. All pings in the DHT are calculated as: 

T 
DHTping = DHTls-PeeT • DHThmax • -

tping 
(4.9) 

where DHT is-peer is the leaf set list for a given peer, and tping is the periodic ping inter

val. When a super peer (SP) broadcasts a cluster beacon every tbeacon time period containing 
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its own information to all of its 1 hop neighbours (DHTUop) to determine whether the peer 

has a better like to the new super peer rather than its old super peer, this transaction can 

be described as: 

DHTc/Slr_beacon = [(DHTbeacon+ 

T 
+ DHTping) • DHTUlOp] . -

tbeacon 

(4.10) 

Now the Proximity synchronisation function will be examined, which is called periodically 

at every tprox_sync interval and acts when a peer moves closer to another super peer SP' 

and consequently should move to the new cluster by adopting a new ID in the DHT space 

in order to reduce stretch in the overlay and delay. The overhead of this function can be 

denoted as: 

+ (DHT part· DHThmax) 

+ (DHTbroad..part· DHT/s) 

+ 3DHTls_up 

+ 3DHTsync1· DHT moue...peer 

(4.11) 

where DHT moueJeq is the request to join the new cluster, sent from the joining peer to 

the super peer called SP'. DHT moueJep is the reply from the super peer SP' to the joining 

peer indicating whether there is room in the cluster for the peer to join. DHT part is a 

packet sent from the joining peer to the super peer SP indicating that the joining peer is 

leaving the cluster for which SP is responsible. The super peer SP will then remove the 

joining peer from its leaf set if the peer is included and removes the peer from its cluster 

set which contains information about all of the peers within the cluster for which SP is 

responsible. DHTbroad..parl symbolises the packets sent from SP to all of the peers within 
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the original leaf set (DHTIs) of the joining peer relaying to them the information that the 

joining peer has left the cluster. These peers will then remove the joining peer from their 

leaf set. DHT mave"'peer refers to the number of peers with high enough mobility in order to 

pass the mobility awareness threshold which is derived by comparing the round trip time 

(RTT) found by DHTclstr_beacan of SP and SP'. Finally the total number of acknowledgement 

messages needed to acknowledge all the above mentioned packets is calculated as follows: 

DHTack = DHTget + DHTput + DHTsync + DHT1s_up 
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1 8 -e-- ROBUST replication 
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Figure 4.2: Evaluation of the DHT replication algorithm. 

(4.12) 

The figure 4.2 shows the evaluation of the above described model with regard to the 

DHT replication mechanism. The model shows a significant decrease in overhead messages 

of ROBUST when compared to OpenDHT. This is as would be expected as the proximity 

awareness caused by clusters of peers with similar peer IDs means that a leaf peer should 
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usually be within a few hops range. This is in contrast to OpenDHT where a leaf peer 

could be physically on the other side of the network due to the random way in which peer 

IDs are assigned. 
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Figure 4.3: Evaluation of the DHT routing algorithm. 

Figure 4.3 shows the evaluation of the above model with regard to overhead caused 

by DHT routing. One can clearly see that OpenDHT routing scales logarithmically as 

expected due to the log N limitation on the number of routing hops. ROBUST on the other 

hand is static due to the number of physical hops being limited by the routing of messages 

between cluster peers. 
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Figure 4.4: An overview of the described DHT architecture. 
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) 

Fig. 4.4 shows an overview of the DHT architecture. The box at the top of the figure 

represents a top down overview of the network containing two clusters where C1 represents 

cluster 1 and C2 repre ents cluster 2. The dashed lines around these clusters represent the 

broadcast radius for the super peers for each cluster SP1 and SP2 respectively. Each step of 

the diagram is explained in detail below: 

1. Peer PI moves out of transmission range of super peer SPI and subsequently into 

transmission range of super peer SP21 therefore receiving the DHTcIstr_beacon packet 

from said super peer and gaining knowledge of its presence. 

2. PI then compare SP1 RTT - a peer will ping a super-peer immediately after receiving 

a beacon to establish the RTT - with SP2RTT over a period of 3tbeacon to confirm 
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the results with the realisation SP2RTT < SPIRTT. PI therefore sends a DHT moue]eq 

packet to SP2 to ascertain whether there is space in the cluster for the peer to join (as 

previously stated clusters can must be within size log2N with a variance of +2 peers 

in order to maintain an equally distributed ID space). 

3. SP2 sends PI a DHT movuep packet stating if there is indeed room in the cluster and 

if so, sends a new 10 prefix for peer PI and also the Internet Protocols (IPs) of PIS 

new closest predecessor (closest peer 10 lower than PI) and successor (closest peer 

ID higher than PI) in the cluster. 

4. If there is space for PI to join the cluster C2, it then sends a DHTpart packet to its 

previous super peer SPI notifying it that PI is leaving the cluster and subsequently 

removes all previous nodes from its leaf set. 

5. Upon SPI receiving the DHT part packet, it first sends a DHT broad...part packet to PIS 

previous leaf set peers notifying them that PI has left the cluster, they subsequently 

remove the peer from all of their OHT routing tables as does SPI. 

6. PI then sends a DHTIs_up packet to its predecessor and successor nodes, they add the 

node to their leaf set and reply to PI with the leaf set peers which fall within PIS leaf 

set. 

7. The leaf set nodes of peer PI learn of his existence through the leaf set update function 

which runs every tis period and chooses a random existing leaf set peer to sync with. 

8. The leaf set peers of PI run the DHTsync data synchronisation function every tsync 

interval randomly choosing a leaf set peer to synchronise data values for which both 

the peers are responsible. In this way peer PI will receive all of the data values it is 

responsible for. 

9. Peer P2 of cluster CI submits a DHTgeueq to its super peer SPI whom then compares 

the 10 lookup stored in the request with the IO's of all of the other super peers in the 

overlay which it knows of. 
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10. SPI then forwards the request to the super peer with the closest peer ID to that of the 

ID stored in the request which in this case is SP2. 

11. SP2 receives the DHTgeueq and forwards it to the peer within the cluster with the 

closest peer ID to the ID stored in the request which is Pl. 

12. Peer PI receives the request and sends the data stored under the specified ID directly 

back to P2 using its IP address. 

4.3 Limitations of the proposed architecture 

One limitation of the ROBUST DHT appears when a super peer disconnects from the 

network. This causes temporary instability in the DHT as a new super peer will need to be 

elected. During this time DHT routing from and to the affected cluster will be lengthened 

from O(log C) to O(log N). This occurs due to peers falling back to traditional DHT routing 

using their leaf set peers to route information. 

Another limitation of ROBUST DHT is based on the restrictions of MANET routing 

protocols, at the time of writing Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has two main Re

quest For Comments (RFCs) in this area and work is ongoing. Due to the still experimental 

protocols being used in MANETs, with larger networks high delay and packet loss can be 

expected, which invariably affects the DHTs functionalities. This is countered by making 

the DHT topology as close as possible to that of the MANET in order to lower the overhead 

incurred. One of the main reasons for this discrepancy is due to frequent route changes 

which can cause multiple duplicate packets and network congestion as described in the 

paper [97]. This was later confirmed by the authors in [98] where using a real-world testbed 

implementation of Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR), the authors found mobility in

curs a large delay even for a small sized MANET, in this specific case the authors used up 

to 5 MANET peers and experienced an end-to-end delay of over 3 seconds due to transport 

layer and interference issues. 
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4.4 DHT Simulator 

Simulations are utilised to verify the integrity of the proposed models and showcase the 

benefits of using our proposed solution. An event based simulator is used, customised 

with the author's implementation of ROBUST protocol, to validate the proposed model 

and optimisation solution. The author has developed a simulator module for the packet

level network simulator network simulator-2 (ns-2) [51]. The simulator incorporates all 

DHT packets and functions needed for a fully implemented DHT and the implementation 

is based on the ROBUST DHT clustered architecture with dynamic mobility considera

tions. Further lower layers are also simulated in the ns-2 simulator and these character

istics are taken into account such as the Mediwn Access Control (MAC) layer 802.Ub, 

transmission errors, and packet collisions. 

The process of packet initialisation to its definitive end is described below. 

• packets are originated from the ROBUST protocol itself and then passed to the RO

BUST sent agent which maintains connections and keeps track of packets RTTs using 

pings. 

• subsequently when a RTT expires when a packet is sent the packet is resent since it 

is asswned that it has been dropped. 

• the sent agent also keeps track of the packet sequence nwnbers so then the packet 

sent down the stack to the routing protocol (OLSR [42] is used). 

• the latter then computes the best route to send the packet and forwards the packet 

over the intermediate peers of the MANET until it reaches the destination. 

• the destination node pushes the packet up the stack thus it is then received by the 

ROBUST agent which sends an acknowledgement packet back to the source node 

and computes any information/ data stored in the packet. 
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4.5 ROBUST simulation results 

Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters 
Network size (Scalability) 25, SO, 75, 100, 125 

Network size (Mobility effect) SO 

Node velocity (Scalability) 1m/s 

Node velocity (Mobility effect) Om/s, 5m/s, 10m/s 

Node density 

Mobility model 

DHT architectures simulated 

Routing protocols used 

Data packet payload size 

MAC layer 

Link bandwidth 

Maximum transmission range 

Types of traffic 

Simulation time 

DHT data distribution 

Number of DHT GET requests 

Data synchronisation interval 

Leaf set update interval 

Neighbour ping interval 

Super peer change RTT threshold 

Cluster beacon interval 

Proximity synchronisation interval 

15m/s, 20m/s 

100 nodes 

per 1000m2 

Random Way Point 

OpenDHT, ROBUST 

AODVv2, OLSRv2 

512 bytes 

802.lIb 

11Mbit/s 

250m 

UDP 

1000 sec 

Random 

10/sec 

3 sec 

4 sec 

5 sec 

90ms 

10 sec 

60 sec 
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In order to evaluate the two proposed protocols the author has developed an application for 

the network simula tor ns-2 [51] implementing both ROBUST and OpenDHT. The simulator 

implements all factors of the DHT including replication, pings, leaf sets, puts/gets, clus

tering, caching, chum via mobility and jOining. Table 4.1 shows the simulation parameters 

where the network area size is dependant on the number of node in order to maintain the 
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node density. The author has simulated two scenarios in order to investigate how the pro

tocols perform under different conditions. The first scenario - referred to as the Scalability 

scenario - is aimed at evaluating the protocol performance while increasing the number 

of peers in the network. The second scenario - aptly named the Mobility effect scenario 

- investigates how the protocols perform while increasing the velocity of the moving 

peers. The author has specifically chosen these scenarios as the differing attributes inves

tigated represent two of the main challenges one must address in MANETs. All graphs 

show the standard deviation and 95% confidence interval. 

The ROBUST DHT is fully simulated and compared with OpenDHT. Additionally each 

protocol was simulated on both the OLSRv2 [47] and AODVv2 [49] routing protocols in 

order to evaluate how the protocols are affected by different MANET routing protocols, 

thus also providing an insight into how truly heterogenous DHT architectures can be in 

terms out routing protocol support. 

The author has run the simulations using the Random Way Point mobility model. The 

network size in the Scalability scenario starts at 25 peers and is incremented sequentially 

by 25 peers up to a maximum of 125. The specific choice of these numbers for network size 

should be elaborated. The authors of [99] in Chapter 1 discuss the scalability of MANETs. 

When discussing the nodes in the MANET competing for usage of the same channel they 

state that the unfortunate conclusion is that under certain reasonable assumptions, purely 

omnidirectional ad hoc networks cannot grow beyond certain fairly restrictive limits. This 

is due to the channel capacity per node of O( ~) where C is the total channel capacity and 

N is the number of nodes within transmission range [99]. An obvious point here is that 

the capacity can only be limited by the number of nodes within transmission range of each 

other. Given a node density of 100 nodes per 1000m2 and a transmission range of 250m 

125 nodes is clearly reaching the upper bounds of what is possible given a standard 802.11 

channel capacity of 20mhz. A velocity of 1m/s was chosen to represent a brisk walking 

pace. 

Calibration of the ns-2 [51) simulator has been carried out in the paper [100] where the 
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authors conclude that the packet delivery ratios, and network topologies are accurately 

represented in ns-2, once the simulation parameters are properly adjusted. Our simula

tion parameters for the DHT side of the implementation were taken from the real world 

OpenDHT source code [101] and are further calibrated in the paper [102]. 

The Mobility effect scenario was initially run using a static network with the peer velocity 

increasing sequentially with increments of 5m/s up to a maximum of 20m/s which is at the 

top end of a practical MANET - such as a car. The simulations assume random DHT data 

distribution. Table 4.1 also shows the 

• number of DHT GET requests per second, 

• data synchronization interval: indicates the period between choosing a random peer 

from a peer's leaf set and replicating its key value pairs, 

• leaf set update interval: the period in which a peer chooses a random peer from its leaf 

set and it exchanges the updated IDs from the intersection of their leaf sets, 

• neighbor ping interval: the period between a peer pings its leaf set peers (neighbours) 

to check if they are still associated with the network, 

• super-peer change RTT threshold: indicates the maximum tolerable difference in delay 

- between a peer's current super-peer A and one newly discovered B - before which 

a peer will join the B's cluster, 

• cluster beacon interval: is the period between broadcasts of cluster beacons from a 

super-peer and, 

• proximity synchronization interval: is the frequency which a peer compares the round 

trip times of super-peers in order to ascertain the need to join another cluster. 
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4.5.1 Network overhead 

4.5.1.1 Scalability 
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Figure 4.5: DHT overhead in bytes vs. scalability. 
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Figure 4.5 shows the network overhead caused by each of the protocols in terms of bytes. It 

can be dearly seen that as the network size increases, thus so does the overhead. This 

is mainly due to the increase of the number of replications being transmitted as well as 

longer routes due to each lookup having to traverse more physical nodes. One can see that 

OpenDHT has higher overhead in both the case of running AODVv2 and OLSRv2, this is 

due to the lack of proximity awareness in the architecture. Overall both DHTs perform 

slightly better on OLSRv2 as the physical nodes are moving meaning more route breakages, 

thus the additional overhead in AODVv2 needed to keep refreshing routes causes AODVv2 

to behave like a broadcast-based flooding protocol, hence creating more overhead. 
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Figure 4.6: DHT overhead in bytes vs. node speed. 

4.5.1.2 Mobility effect 
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In Figure 4.6 the network overhead in shown as a function of MANET node mobility 

speed. Straight away one can see that node mobility causes much more overhead in both 

protocols when compared with increasing network size. This is due to more frequent route 

breaks causing data having to be retransmitted multiple times due to packet loss. One can 

see that ROBUST outperforms OpenDHT by a significant margin, this is again due to the 

increased proximity of neighbour peers meaning less hops to traverse when replicating 

data. 
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4.5.2 Network latency 

4.5.2.1 Scalability 
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Figure 4.7: E2E delay vs. scalability. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the average end-to-end delay of a DHT lookup as a function of network 

size. In this scenario, OpenDHT has a much higher End-to-end (E2E) delay than ROBUST 

this is due to the combination of longer routes mixed with higher packet loss, thus meaning 

multiple retransmissions are needed for the packet to reach its destination, ending with 

the accumulation of delays. Here OLSRv2 has slightly more delay than AODVv2 when 

scaling due to the quick setup of new paths compared with the OLSRv2 MultiPoint Relay 

(MPR) re-election which takes place when an MPR node moves away from its selectors. 
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4.5.2.2 Mobility effect 
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18 20 

Figure 4.8 shows the affect that node speed has on delay. As in Figure 5.7 the two factors of 

routing protocol and pa th length again seem to playa big role. AODVv2 appears to handle 

mobility the best in terms of delay with both protocols performing much better in terms 

of delay when used on the aforementioned protocol. This can be attributed to AODVv2 

being able to immediately make use of routing information from intermediate nodes and 

thus learning new routes very quickly in addition to OLSRv2s MPRnodes moving outside 

of the connectivity range of their MPR selectors causing MPR re-electing and high delays. 

ROBUST DHT outperforms OpenDHT in this case for both routing protocols, this is due 

to the higher average path length for OpenDHT creating more chance that a packet needs 

to be retransmitted due to failure. 
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4.5.3 Packet loss 

4.5.3.1 Scalability 
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Figure 4.9: Dropped packets vs. scalability. 
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Figure 4.9 shows the number of dropped packets by each of the protocols studies with 

increasing network size. Both protocols perform similarly as AODVv2 has a fast path dis

covery mechani m and OLSRv2 has the potential to reroute around broken links. However 

OpenDHT has a higher number of dropped packets in both routing protocols due to its 

longer average path length when compared with ROBUST meaning more chance for a 

packet have a transmission failure along the route. ROBUST maintains shorter paths by 

taking advantage of the clustering mechanism described in Section 4.2. 
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4.5.3.2 Mobility effect 
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Figure 4.10: Dropped packets vs. node speed. 

In Figure 4.10 the effects of node speed upon the number of dropped packets is investi

gated. When there is no mobility in the network there is a very low number of dropped 

packets. Here the affect of the chosen routing protocol really coming into play. OLSRv2 has 

significantly higher packet loss when compared with running the same DHT on AODVv2 

which seems to handle mobility route breaks better than its proactive counterpart due 

to the quick discovery of alternative routes and dissemination of route breaks due to the 

Route Error (RERR) messages. 
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4.5.4 Lookup success rate 

4.5.4.1 Scalability 
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Figure 4.11: Lookup success rate vs. scalability. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the percentage of successful lookups against increasing network size. Both 

of the protocols perform well for up to SO nodes network size, however as the network size 

increases, this causes longer average path lengths, giving a greater probability for a packet 

to be dropped along a route, thus creating a higher chance for a lookup to fail. AODVv2 

performs wor e here due to its greater percentage of dropped packets in this scenario as 

previously discussed in figure 4.9. 
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4.5.4.2 Mobility effect 
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Figure 4.12: Lookup success rate vs. node speed. 
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Figure 4.12 inves tigates lookup success rate while increasing node speed. OpenDHT per

forms the worst here due to higher delays and packet loss caused by longer path length 

and route breakages meaning a high probability for a lookup to fail. OLSRv2 performs 

worse in both DHT protocols for the reasons previously discussed in figure 4.5.3.2. 
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4.5.5 Average path length 
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Figure 4.13: Lookup average path length. 
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In Figure 4.13 the average path length for each protocol is shown. Both protocols behave 

as expected here based on the model from Section 4.2, in ROBUST the path length will stay 

the same due to its hierarchical topology and strict cluster routing. However due to the 

algorithm employed in OpenDHT, path length scales logarithmically when increasing the 

number of peers in the overlay network. 
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4.5.6 Overlay Stretch 
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Figure 4.14: Logical path vs. physical path stretch. 

Figure 4.14 displays the DHT lookup path stretch as computed previously discussed in the 

background of this the is - namely overlay path length vs physical path length. ROBUST 

relies on broadcasting and obtaining IPs to DHT IDs to create an exact copy of the physical 

network at the DHT layer meaning no overlay stretch is present. However OpenDHT 

employs negligible Proximity Neighbour Selection (PNS) therefore resulting in long path 

lengths as described in Section 2.3 of this thesis. 

4.6 Summary 

In this chapter a new DHT architecture entitled ROBUST has been proposed in order 

to share and disseminate data and information throughout MANETs based on the P2P 

paradigm which both networks share. To this end the author has simulated the proposed 

architecture in the packet-level simulator ns-2. The results show that ROBUST DHT out 

performs the conventional OpenDHT in all scenarios due to the optimisations applied, 
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meaning ROBUST DHT could be used in scenarios where the underlying routing protocol 

cannot be modified. 

The resulting contributions from this chapter are important for the future design and 

implementation of P2P protocols for MANETs. While ROBUST goes some way to ad

dressing the scalability problem with proximity synchronisation, it is clear that a lot of 

the encountered discrepancies stem from an inefficient transport protocol which should be 

addressed. 
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ChapterS 

Proactive and reactive crosslayer P2P 

networks 

In this chapter two Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network architectures will be proposed in this section 

based on differing underlying Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) routing protocols namely 

Optimized Link State Routing version 2 (OLSRv2) [47] and Ad-hoc On-demand Distance 

Vector version 2 (AODVv2) [49] in order to satisfy the research objectives ROI-R04 and 

R05 from Section 1.2 of this thesis. The reasoning behind developing two protocols is to 

shed light on how differing underlying protocols, in terms of their basic routing function

ality, behave when integrated with P2P overlay features. As previous work investigating 

the two main areas - in terms of standardisation by the Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF) - of MANET routing, namely proactive and reactive, appear to be suited to different 

scenarios [39,40]. Our previous simulation results from Section 4.5 show that simply layer

ing an existing P2P network such as OpenDHT [11] on top of a MANET routing protocol 

yields undesirable results due to high delay times and increased packet overhead caused 

by replication and P2P routing which is still not using the possible shortest path as Reliable 

Overlay Based Utilisation of Services and Topology (ROBUST) is oblivious to the under

lying MANET routing protocol and exact network topology. While the benefit of using an 

integrated P2P-routing approach should be a lower traffic footprint when considering P2P 
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specific traffic, an obvious downside of this approach is that of flexibility. When integrating 

application functionality at the routing layer one has to use said protocols exclusively in 

order to take advantage of the functionalities available. Thus switching between different 

MANET routing protocols on a whim is no longer plausible without further investiga

tion due to the complexity arising from interoperability. Our aim for this chapter is to 

guide development in future implementations of P2P networks designed for applications 

on MANETs by presenting the pros and cons of each approach when combining P2P key

based lookup and MANET routing protocols. Our two presented P2P overlays are novel 

within the field and an improvement over the state-of-the-art as shown by our detailed 

simulation results. 

5.1 Overview of design 

To evaluate the integrated P2P networks and routing approach, one protocol from each of 

the two main areas of research on MANET routing protocols has been chosen. One is a 

proactive MANET routing protocol, namely OLSRv2, the other is a reactive MANET routing 

protocol, namely AODVv2. The proposed P2P networks which will be referred to as Proac

tive MANET DHT (PMDHT) and Reactive MANET Peer-to-Peer Overlay (RMP2P), from 

herein, have the overall aim of: 

1. Decreasing stretch when compared to similar protocols from the field, defined as: 

(#Physical hops)/(#Logical hops) (5.1) 

2. Maintaining lookup success rates when compared to similar protocols as defined as: 

(#Sucessjul lookups)/(#Total lookups) (5.2) 

3. Decreasing the average physical path length for a lookup, thus reducing delay and 

reducing the possibility for errors. 
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4. Reducing the number of packets sent in the network related to P2P operations (sig

nalling traffic and P2P key-based lookup traffic). 

5.1.1 Proactive DHT 

The proposed proactive Distributed Hash Table (DHT) architecture integrates the DHT 

functionality of OpenDHT [11] - in terms of all functionality except DHT routing and 

including the modifications below - within the MANET routing protocol OLSRv2 and is 

subsequently titled PMDHT. This specifiC proactive MANET routing protocol was chosen 

due to its predecessor being the IETF Request For Comment (RFC) [42] and now adhering 

to RFC 5444 message and Type Length Value (TLV) formats, allowing greater interoper

ability. With the aforementioned aims in mind a logical step in designing a new DHT for 

MANETs is integrating the DHT functionality with the IP routing protocol being used. The 

author has identified areas of DHT protocols where adjustments can be made in order to 

create DHTs more suitable for MANETs. 

One such adjustment in proactive DHTs such as OLSRv2 is utilising a modified ver

sion of the Common Group Aliasing (CGA) architecture as proposed by the authors 

in [103]. CGA uses ID prefix concatenation to create clusters of peers with similar ID 

in the DHT peer ID space. The advantage of this over the normal operation of assigning 

random DHT peer IDs comes into play when considering replication. Each node needs to 

replicate its key value pairs with each of its leaf set peers, so that if the replicating peer 

leaves the network (due to battery life constraints or wilfully) another node can take re

sponsibility for the leaving peers DHT key value pairs. The further away a leaf set peer is 

located in the physical space, the more overhead is created in terms of number of packets 

and delay, as more physical hops are needed to relay the information. 

The second differing feature of PMDHT is the way DHT lookups are performed. In most 

DHTs such as [12J lookups are performed based on a ring-like algorithm where a lookup 

traverses multiple nodes in sequence until the destination is found by matching the lookup 

key to the closest DHT peer ID available at each node along the lookup traversal path. This 
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normally equates to a maximum routing path of length O(log N) where N is the number 

of nodes in the overlay. In PMDHT lookups are piggybacked on to the OLSRv2 routing 

packets, so that signalling required to propagate routing information regarding Internet 

Protocol (IP) addresses also propagates DHT peer 10 information. Thus the replication of 

data is avoided for much the same purpose and overhead is reduced. This feature is further 

elaborated in Section 5.2.1.4. 

5.1.2 Reactive P2P Overlay 

The proposed reactive P2P architecture again integrates the DHT functionality of OpenDHT 

[11] - in terms of all functionality except P2P routing and including the modifications 

below - but within the MANET routing protocol AODVv2 and is therefore aptly named 

RMP2P. AODVv2 was chosen due to it being the successor to the RFC [41] and adhering 

to the RFC 5444 message and TLV formats. As with the previously described proactive 

protocol, the reactive P2P protocol will also be integrated at the routing layer in order to 

minimise overhead and delay from the P2P application perspective. A description of the 

main integrated architecture follows. 

Unlike the proactive protocol, where routable addresses are flooded to every node using 

Topology Control (TC) messages, no such functionality exists in reactive MANET routing 

protocols such as AODVv2 . Instead the protocol awaits transmission of a packet, then if 

no existing route to the designation is known, the protocol in a reactive manner, tries to 

find a suitable route by using expanding ring search flooding of the Route Request (RREQ) 

messages. The protocol sets an initial lifespan on each RREQ in order to avoid flooding 

the entire network. If no Route Reply (RREP) packet is received within that lifespan, the 

lifespan is increased and the RREQ packet is again flooded into the network. This process 

is repeated until a suitable route to the destination is found. 

In order to lower the overhead cased by the P2P network it is necessary to integrate 

P2P lookups with routing lookups. If a DHT which uses PUTs (utilising the numerical 

DHT ring to find a node responsible for a said DHT key to store the key value pair) is 
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overlaid on top of a MANET routing protocol such as AODVv2 , the DHT roughly mirrors 

the same functionality of part of the MANET routing protocol (namely neighbourhood 

discovery), except at the application layer. This creates an unnecessary overhead as the 

two protocols require similar information (IP address and routing information). There is 

an argument for simply adding P2P peer 10 information in HELLO packets, then using 

this information to populate leaflets, it is intuitive however that further improvements can 

be achieved by tighter integration with AODVv2 as is proved later in this chapter using 

simulations. 

One can see that RMP2P is an unstructured P2P network as it utilises flooding for 

lookups rather than conventional key-based routing. It still provides DHT-like functional

ity however as each peer locally stores key value pairs in a hash table. 

The other issue the author will address is redundancy of the stored data. This will 

obviously incur an overhead and so should be optimised in order to efficiently replicate 

data with nearby nodes. 

5.2 Detailed description of protocols 

In this section a detailed description of the two proposed protocols PMDHT and RMP2P 

is given. The signalling behaviour of the aforementioned protocols will be described and 

the subsequent overhead cost shall be evaluated. 

5.2.1 Proactive DHT 

As previously mentioned the proactive DHT will be based on integrating OLSRv2 with 

DHT functionality at the routing layer in order to achieve the research objective R02 set 

out in Section 1.2 of this thesis. The functionality of each of the procedures has been chosen 

in order to best fit the routing protocol while delivering the same functionality which a 

DHT such as [13] provides. 
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5.2.1.1 Common Group Aliasing (CGA) 

Common Grouping (CG) refers to the process of grouping devices, which are also closed 

physically in the underlying physical network, together in the P2P overlay network,. To 

achieve this goal it is proposed that the 128-bit peer ID space is partitioned equally. For 

example peers beginning with the prefix ID 1..2 .. 3 . .4 .• 5 .. 6 .. 7 .. 8 .. 9 .. will be partitioned into 

common groups based on their physical position in the overlay network. This is realised 

through the use of marker peers. These are peers whose own peer ID prefix is numerically 

closest to a set of marker keys. The marker keys in the above partitioned space would be 

1000 ... 2000 ... 3000 ... 4000 .. .5000 ... 6000 ... 7000 ... 8000 ... and 9000. 

To establish marker peers in the creation of the overlay, peers initially send a marker 

request to the marker key closed to their peer ID, for example a peer with an ID of 2349 ... 

would send a marker request to the marker key 2000 ... This request would then be routed to 

the peer closest to the marker key using the normal OpenDHT routing method to distribute 

the keys. The marker peer is therefore determined by the peer, which does not have a peer 

closer to the marker key in its leaf set. Once the marker request has arrived at the peer 

with the ID closest to that of the marker key, the peer then declares itself as a marker peer. 

Initially this is accomplished by the peer changing its peer ID prefix to that of the marker 

peer. 

Once a marker peer has been established it then proceeds to send out a periodic marker 

beacon. When a peer becomes a marker peer primarily it does not have any peers within 

its CG set. Therefore it is proposed that the initial marker peers send out a marker beacon 

with a two-hop Time-To-Live (TTL). The beacon is a basic packet, containing the ID of the 

marker peer, along with information relating to the distance the beacon has travelled in 

hops. 

If a peer receives a marker beacon and it is not part of any CG will part the overlay 

network and then rejoin the network with its new 10. The new 10 is calculated as its original 

peer 10 with x digits added to the start to match the marker peer's first x digits. The digits 

are added instead of replaced to avoid peer 10 duplicates. 
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Once a marker peer has a CG set of more than N peers it will then switch to only sending 

marker beacons to peers within its CG. peers participating in a CG will then forward the 

marker beacon to any peers within a one-hop radius in the physical underlying network. 

If a peer receiving a marker beacon in this situation is not already participating in a CG it 

will immediately join the CG in the aforementioned manner. 

If a peer receiving a marker beacon is already participating in a CG however, it will 

consider by examining the hop count how far the beacon has travelled. If the hop count 

of the marker beacon is less than that of its hop count to its current marker peer, it will 

leave its current CG and rejoin the overlay in the new CG. Once the marker beacon has 

reached a peer not participating in the CG from which the peer was sent, it will process the 

beacon information and then drop the packet. This is a required because it is not desirable 

to broadcast a marker beacon throughout the whole network, hence one hop from the CG 

should suffice in keeping the CG peers physically close to each other both in the overlay 

network, and the underlying network. 

Peers send periodic probes to their marker peers to check if the marker peer has left 

the network or has failed. If a marker peer does not respond for a predefined number of 

probes, the marker peer is regarded as having left the overlay P2P network. The current 

peer will then immediately send a marker request. The peer which then receives that 

marker request will become the new marker peer. 

In CGA entities are defined as different classes of devices. In CGA three different types 

of entities are considered along with how they interact in the overlay network. These 

entities are 

• Mobile devices with enough power to route and forward packets while maintaining 

minimum packet loss due to hardware constraints . 

• Devices where power is limited and therefore resources are less abundant. In these 

cases overlay routing and packet forwarding is inefficient due to packet loss caused 

by hardware constraints. 
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• Intermediate devices, which do not participate in the overlay. However, these are 

still part of the underlying MANET and they will therefore be used to route packets 

using network layer routing protocols such as AODVv2 and OLSRv2. 

In CGA these devices are differentiated between in order to serve queries more effi

ciently. It is assumed that when building an implementation for a specific platform, e.g. 

x86 or iPhone, the software itself will know if it is a low powered device like an iPhone or 

a device with more resources such as an x86 architecture based laptop. 

To create more efficient overlay routing and to save vital battery power on low powered 

devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and smart phones, it is proposed that 

these devices are classed as selfish peers. Such peers would not route packets in the overlay 

network primarily to save precious battery power but also because of their small antenna 

which is prone to packet loss. 

At the network layer, selfish peers could be regarded as unfavourable routing paths 

and routing protocols could be enhanced to choose alternative routes. However, if no 

alternative paths exist, the selfish peers could be used as relays. Such a scheme would 

preserve a higher overall network energy level prolonging network life as well as offering 

a better Quality-of-Service (QoS) for data communications. 

On the other hand, devices which have sufficient resources will be enabled in the 

eGA architecture to forward and route lookup queries where necessary. This will be 

achieved using the OpenDHT implementation where lookups are routed to the peer with 

the nearest peer ID prefix to the specified key prefix. However there are differences, which 

are discussed in the following sections. 

5.2.1.2 Clustering procedure 

Clustering can be used to create physical areas in the MANET where nodes have similar 

DHT peer IDs by using prefix concatenation as described in [103]. 

CGA improves DHT replication overhead by electing super-peers for each cluster by 

using a pre-defined marker key function in order to elect super-peers based on which 
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node is numerically closest to a set of marker keys. eGA also defines different classes of 

peers which mayor may not act as forwarders in the network based on battery life and 

computing power. In order to reduce the complexity of the protocol, instead of super-peers 

being elected, the closest nodes to an instantiation specific - in terms of an administrators 

configuration - set of pre-defined DHT peer ID keys, denoted as Clstr _keys would become 

super-peers. There is one cluster-key assigned to each cluster. Once a super-peer has been 

assigned it, will begin broadcasting its DHT peer ID at specific time intervals. Any peer 

within a one hop radius will receive the broadcast packet which will be referred to as the 

beacon packet denoted by f3i' where i is the corresponding cluster. The beacon packet will 

continue to be relayed by each peer until a peer closer to another beacon (in terms of packet 

latency - a peer will immediately ping a super-peer after receiving a packet) receives the 

packet, at which point the packet will not be forwarded. This method should create clusters 

of peers with similar DHT peer IDs at a relatively low cost in terms of packet overhead. 

The overhead for creating clusters in PMDHT can be described as: 

Clstdceys 

L. f3i It No_RTTi It Tp 
i=l 

Where No_RTTi denotes the number of times a cluster beacon is forwarded in the 

network until super-peer superpeeri has a latency higher than superpeeri+n (any other super

peer) at a given node and Tp is the time period between sending beacon packets. 

5.2.1.3 Join procedure 

The join procedure can be described as a superset of two procedures, firstly the empty 

overlay join procedure, and secondly the existing overlay join procedure. The empty over

lay join procedure occurs when no overlay currently exists. This is realised when a node 

receives no DHT packets within a 2 .. Tp time period as defined in Section 5.2.1.2. If this is the 

case the node will hash it's IP address using Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-l), generating 

a 160-bit ID hash. As this is the first node, it will then become a super-peer as described in 
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Section 5.2.1.2. 

In the case that an overlay node receives a DHT beacon in 2 It Tp as defined in 5.2.1.2, the 

node will initiate a join request to the source of the beacon. The join request to the super

peer of cluster i is denoted by Joinj. This will include the 160-bit SHA-1 hash of the peers IP 

address. The super-peer whom is the source of the request will then generate a new DHT 

peer ID for the joining peer by concatenating its own DHT prefix as described in Section 

5.2.1.2. The new DHT peer ID is then sent in a JoinREPj packet to the joining peer. The 

leaf set table can then be populated based on DHT peer information from the Topology 

Information Base in OLSRv2, and can be updated if any changes are detected. The peer can 

then begin replicating the data of peers from its leaf set as shown in Section 5.2.1.4 below. 

The total overhead of existing overlay join procedures, can be described as: 

N L. /oinj + /oinREPj 
i=1 

Where N is the number of peers in the DHT. The overhead is further evaluated using 

simulations in Section 5.3.1. 

5.2.1.4 lookup procedure 

As discussed in Section 5.1.1 PMDHT tightly integrates lookup functionality into the rout

ing layer of OLSRv2 [47]. As a prerequisite for looking up DHT keys, the peer must first find 

the peer responsible for the DHT key. In the IETF RFC 5444 [104] TLVs are defined. TLVs 

allow extensions to be added on to existing routing packets. PMDHT will introduce a new 

packet TLV in HELLO messages as also defined in OLSRv2 which will contain the DHT 

peer 10 of the source node. MultiPoint Relay (MPR) nodes as defined in OLSRv2 will then 

collate this information. Another packet TLV will be used to extend the TC message with 

the DHT peer ID corresponding to each node for which a routable address is included in 

the original TC message. This information will then be flooded in the network using the 

controlled flooding mechanism known as MPR flooding in OLSRv2. 

The information contained within the DHT peer ID TLV will then be processed by each 
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Figure 5.1: The PMDHT routing architecture 

node and entered into an e tended Topology Information Base. When a node then wishes 

to lookup a pecific DHT key, the Topology Information Base can then be consulted to find 

the do e t num rically matching DHT peer ID to the DHT key. The DHT lookup packet 

GET - a g t i how a DHT key-based lookup request is referred to - can then be sent 

directly to that n d ia its IP address. The routing protocol OLSRv2 will then decide the 

mo t appropriat rout for the packet to the destination. Once the GET packet has been 

received at the d tinati n node, the value of the key can then be sent back via a GET Reply 

(GREP) packet dir ctly to th ource node using OLSRv2 routing based on the source node 

IP addr . The r ulting logical number of hops in this algorithm can be described as 

0(1) a Uk OLSR 2 all routing tate information is available at every peer. The described 

lookup procedur i graphically represented in figure 5.1. 
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The overhead of executing lookups can be defined as: 

A 

E GETj + GREPj 
j=1 

Where A is the number of lookups performed during network's lifetime. The overhead 

caused by the OHT is further investigated using simulations in Section 5.3.1. 

Algorithm 1: PMDHT replication 

Definitions 
peeri: a OHT peer 
synReq: synchronisation request packet sent by peeri 
synRep: synchronisation reply packet received by peer; 
dataKEY: the SHA-l key of a key value pair 
data: a key value pair stored in datastore 
datastore: the data storage for key value pairs 
get: a OHT get request packet 
T: synchronisation interval timer 
LSi: the leaf set of peer; 
Algorithm for peer; 
if time is equal to Tr then 

I 
choose a random node peeri+n from LSi 
send synReq to peeri+n 

else 
if packet received type is synRep then 

foreach dataKEY in synRep do 
if dataKEY not in datastore then 
I send get to peeri+n for hash data KEY 

end 
end 

end 
end 
Algorithmfor peeri+n 
if packet type is synReq then 

foreach data in dataslore do 
if data should be stored at peeri then 
I add data KEY to synRep 

end 
end 
send synRep to peeri 

end 
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5.2.1.5 Replication procedure 

Replication in PMDHT is handled exactly the same as the replication algoritlun described 

in [11] with regards to selecting a random peer from its leaf set table and executing a 

synchronisation request. This has the affect that in O(log LS) - where LS is the leaf set 

size - number of iterations each peer will have updated its datastore based on information 

from its leafset; peers. The synchronisation operation consists of the algoritlun shown in 

algorithm 1. 

The main difference in replication between PMDHT and OpenDHT is the leaf set peers 

in PMDHT should be closer (in terms of hops) than those in OpenDHT as PMDHT will 

have leaf set peers within the cluster, where as OpenDHT leaf set peers are random due to 

the hashing of IP address to generate peer IDs. In a network without proximity between 

leaf set peers the synchronised data, which is the largest in terms of packet size, can be 

relayed over many hops and even traverse over the same physical nodes. The replication 

procedure can be described as: 

N tP 
L(SynReq; + SynRepj) + (L CETk + CREPk) It T, 
~l ~l 

Where SynReqj is the synchronisation request packet sent by a peer peerj and SynRepj 

is the synchronisation reply packet received by peerj. The number of lookups for keys in 

SynRepj not found in peer/s local storage, are represented by cpo Each CETk is the subsequent 

request for the data l , each CREPk is the key value pair to be stored at peerj and Tr is the 

time period between which replication occurs. Given that any CREPk contains the actual 

data, this procedure has a high overhead. The overhead caused by the DHT is further 

investigated in Section 5.3.1 using simulations. 

1 Not cached in the local storage. 
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5.2.1.6 Opportunistic caching 

Due to intermediate nodes forwarding packets in MANETs this gives us the opportunity to 

cache DHT key value pairs along a route from the destination to the source of a lookup. In 

PMDHT when a peer receives a packet of type GREP it automatically caches that data into 

data storage separate from its main DHT datastore. This data can optionally have a timeout 

depending on implementation in case there is a desire for key value pairs to be replaceable. 

There would be some extra processing required to check each GREP and cache the data, 

however this would be negligible as the packet will need to be retransmitted to the next 

hop regardless, so the extra processing would simply be in storing the data which is a 

trade-off. 

It is assumed that a lookup has been executed once, by using a route r, thus creating 

an opportunity for caching. This also represents a worst case scenario in the sense that the 

smallest number of peers have cached the replied data. 

1>, := {peer", peer'2' ... , peer'N,} is defined as the set of peers that r traverses where 

N, is the number of peers along the route. Due to the broadcasting nature of the wireless 

medium, peers physically close to each other ("neighbours") can overhear transmitted 

packets. Therefore GREP packets are cached by such neighbours and if a neighbour receives 

the same lookup as the cached data, during the networks lifetime, they can reply to it 

directly. In this way, lookup latency and overhead are reduced. Thus, each peer peer'l E 

1>" is defined a number of neighbours denoted by vPeer'j. 

As there is only a finite number of peers in the DHT, the probability of getting a cache 

hit for a specific key value pair can be defined as: 

'N, 
(11',1 + L. vPee'j)/ N (5.3) 

i=" 

where N is the number of peers in the network. 
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5.2.1.7 Chum considerations 

When considering churn rates, a major factor is how recovery is dealt with. Recovery in 

terms of chum can be defined as how quickly changes are made to peers in the DHT so that 

the leaving peer's key value pairs are routed to the correct peer now responsible for said 

keys. In the paper [11] the authors investigate what they describe as proactive recovery vs 

reactive recovery. Proactive recovery consisting of notifying other peers in a peer's leaf set 

of the departure of the leaving peer, and reactive recovery consists of periodically pushing 

and pulling leaflets from random leaf set peers as is described in the previous Section 

5.2.1.5. 

In PMDHT recovery is dealt with the same way as when a node leaves the network 

according to the routing protocol OLSRv2. Thus when a peer leaves the DHT it will 

be removed from the Topology Information Base of neighbour nodes within a certain 

timeout specified by the implementation if a HELLO packet has not been received from the 

neighbour within that period. The peer will be removed from the wider network when the 

MPR node for the leaving peer does not receive a HELLO message within the previously 

mentioned timeout. Thus the leaving peer will no longer be included in TC messages 

propagated through the network by the MPR node. 

The non-zero convergence time of OLSRv2 means that when a peer sends a GET for 

example, it cannot be sure that the peer still exists in the network. However as the packet 

is relayed closer in the physical network to where the leaving peer was last seen geograph

ically, the closer peers are aware that the node is no longer in the network. The closer peers 

can then check the GET packet for the DHT key which is being looked up and reroute the 

GET packet accordingly based on the latest information from the Topology Information 

Base. In Section 5.3 below the effects of mobility on the DHT is investigated. Mobility is 

much like churn in that when a peer moves from one cluster to another - due to having a 

lower la tency to a super-peer other than the local one - it has to essentially rejoin the DHT 

after leaving the original cluster, thus the mobility results are taken to give an indication of 

how well the DHT can handle chum. 
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Algorithm 2: PMDHT Cluster changes 

Definitions 
peerj: a DHT peer 
superpeerj: a DHT superpeer 
LSj: the leaf set of peerj 
beacon: a super-peer DHT peer ID beacon 
part: a DHT part packet 
LSpart: a DHT leaf set part packet 
sync: a DHT synchronisation packet 
get: a DHT get request packet 
GREP: a DHT packet containing key value pairs 
noRTf: the number of RTIs received from a super-peer within 4 .. Tp 
join: a packet indicating a peer joining the DHT 
hashIP: the SHA-l hashed IP of a joining peer 
leafset: the leaf set of a peer or super-peer 
clusterset: the peers whom are members of a specific cluster 
RTf: beacon packet round trip time 

Algorithm for peerj 
if beacon is not from current_superpeer then 

if new _superpeer RTf < currenCsuperpeer RTf then 
new_superpeer noRTT += 1; 
if noRTT > 2 then 

I 
send part to currenCsuperpeer; 
send join to new_superpeer containing hashIP; 

end 
end 

else 
I currenCsuperpeer RTT = RTT from beacon 

end 

Algorithm for current_superpeer 
if packet type is part then 

foreach peerj+n in peerj_Iea fset do 
I send LSpart to peerj+n containing peeri DHT peer ID; 

end 
if peeri in leafset then 
I remove peerj from leafset 

end 
remove peeri from clusterset 

end 
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5.2.1.8 Cluster changes 

These will occur in the DHT if the MANET is not moving in clustered groups. Depending 

on the speed of the nodes moving in the MANET cluster changes could be frequent or 

rare. When a cluster change does occur it is dealt as shown in algorithm 2. 

The overhead for all cluster changes given a specific time period can be described as: 

(J 

L. part + (LSpart .. LS6) + ]oinb + ]oinREPb + 
6=1 

cfJ 

SynReqb + SynRepb + (L. CETk + CREPk) 
k=l 

Where a is the number of cluster changes during the lifetime of the network. The 

part packet is sent to a super-peer denoting that the peen is leaving the network. The 

LSpart packet is sent to each node in peer;'s leaf set, which is of size LSb. The ]oinb packet 

communicates to the new super-peer that peerj is joining the new cluster. The ]oinREPb 

packet contains the peer;'s new DHT peer ID. SyncREQb is the synchronisation request 

packet, cp is the number of lookups for keys in the SyncREPb synchronisation reply packet 

not found in peer;'s local storage. Each CETk is the subsequent request for the data and each 

CREPk is the key value pair to be stored at peerj. 

5.2.1.9 Super-peer election 

As previously mentioned, a modified version of the eGA technique is used to define which 

nodes are super-peers. The main difference here being instead of election based on metrics 

such as; remaining battery, throughput and latency, super-peers are chosen based on their 

DHT peer ID. The reason behind this is due to the complexity caused during election, and 

the frequency which this could happen where nodes are constantly moving in a MANET. 

Administrators can configure a set of pre-determined hexadecimal keys such as 
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,,{OOO .• , 001 .. , 002 ... OOF..} the node closest to such a key would broadcast the Beacon packet 

defined in Section 5.2.1.2. The new super-peer would keep track of peers within its cluster 

by maintaining a Cluster set to be used when peers leave the cluster as shown in algorithm 

2. 

5.2.2 Reactive P2P Overlay 

In this section the proposed reactive MANET routing based P2P overlay protocol is de

scribed in detail. As previously stated the reactive P2P protocol is based on the reactive 

MANET routing protocol AODVv2. Due to the fact that in AODVv2 the algorithm is purely 

focussed on finding a route on-demand, the signalling required when the network is idle 

or previous routes have been established, is very small. This has the affect that when in

tegrating the P2P network with AODVv2, only a small number of functions need to be 

focussed on, namely lookup and replication. The added functionality seen in PMDHT such 

as clustering and DHT peer ID prefixing is not needed as will be explained later in this 

section. 

5.2.2.1 Join procedure 

In RMP2P there is no specific join procedure as such, because the lookup protocol is based 

on an unstructured P2P flooding algorithm peers do not maintain leaf sets and hence do 

not need to notify peers in order for the lookup procedure to function as described below in 

Section 5.2.2.2. In order for redundancy, a node should however begin the replication pro

cedure immediately when joining the P2P network. The replication procedure is examined 

in detail in Section 5.2.2.3. 

Overall not requiring a join function does not decrease overhead much compared 

to PMDHT as the replication procedure which utilises the largest (data) packets is still 

required. It does however save time when joining the P2P network as the transmission of 

the Join packet and subsequent waiting for the /oinREP in PMDHT does add some delay. 
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5.2.2.2 Lookup procedure 

RMP2P nodes will store key value pairs which have originated from themselves, thus the 

peers will not have IDs identifying themselves, only the data. The reasoning for this is based 

on the expanding ring search algorithm which is used on AODVv2. RMP2P will extend the 

functionality of AODVv2 to support lookups within the routing protocol packets in order 

to lower overheads. 
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A P2P lookup TLV can be used to extend the RREQ packet. The lookup TLV will 

contain the key of the requested lookup. Upon a node responsible for said key receiving 

the RREQ, the matching value for the key will be sent back to the source node in a Peer

to-Peer Reply (DREP) packet in order to be processed by RMP2P. The DREP packet will be 

routed using the AODVv2 routing protocol the same as a normal data packet. If a RREQ is 
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received before the RREQ lifespan is expired, and no DREP packet has been received, the 

node will then issue a Peer-to-Peer Request (DREQ) packet with an increased lifespan 

akin to the functionality of an RREQ but with the destination P2P key instead of an IP 

address. The DREQ will then be crosschecked against each P2P key at every node at which . 
it is received. An example of RMP2P routing can be seen in figure 5.2 where the overlay 

and physical routing follow along the same path. 

One caveat of this feature comes into play when no RREQ has been sent within an 

extended period. In order to negate this limitation which may cause added delay, a timer 

should be started as soon as a P2P lookup is requested to be sent at a given node. If no 

RREQ has been sent within the required time period the node should send a DREQ packet 

in order to lookup the P2P key. The length of the timer could be implementation dependent 

based on specific delay demands over reduced overhead. 

Defining I as the maximum number of hops the DREQ packet should be forwarded, the 

overhead induced by a lookup for each GET where I has not expired can be denoted as: 

,\ I 

L L(peers It PREQr) + PREP, 
;=1 r=l 

Where A is the total number of lookups in the P2P network given a specific time period, ring 

r equates to the number of hops from the source node and peers denotes the number of 

peers reached by the DREQ packet at a given number of r hops. 

5.2.2.3 Replication procedure 

Replication based on nodes with a numerically close P2P peer ID such as in PMDHT is 

not required as the P2P lookup algorithm is no longer based on the DHT-based Plaxton 

prefix routing [56] algorithm i.e. matching a DHT key to the relevant closest DHT peer 

ID. Therefore nodes can simply pick a random peer from its neighbour set which is pop

ulated by AODVv2 using the HELLO message defined in IETF RFC 6130 [66] and sends a 

synReq message to the peer, P2P keys found at the random peer and not currently stored 
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Algorithm 3: RMP2P replication 

Definitions 
peer;: a peer 
synReq: synchronisation request packet sent by peerj 
synRep: synchronisation reply packet received by peerj 
dataKEY: the SHA-1 key of a key value pair 
data: a key value pair stored in datastore 
datastore: the data storage for key value pairs 
get: a P2P get request packet 
T: synchronisation interval timer 
neighborseti: the neighbour set of peerj defined in [66] 

Algorithm for peerj 
if time is equal to Tr then 

I 
choose a random node peeri+n from neighborsetj; 
send synReq to peerj+n; 

else 
if packet received type is synRep then 

foreach dataKEY in synRep do 
if data KEY not in datastore then 
I send get to peerj+n for hash dataKEY; 

end 
end ~ 

end 
end 

Algorithm for peerj+n 
if packet type is synReq then 

foreach data in datastore do 
I add dataKEY to synRep; 

end 
send synRep to peer; 

end 
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on the source node can then be requested akin to PMDHT. The entire process is shown in 

algorithm 3. The overhead for this replication procedure can be calculated as: 

N ~ L SynReqj + SynRepj + (L PREQk + PREPk) It T 
~1 ~1 

Where SyncReqj is the synchronisation request packet sent by peerj and SynRepj is the 

synchronisation reply packet received by peerj. The number of lookups for keys in SynRepj 

not found in peer;'s local storage, are represented by cpo Each PREQk is the subsequent 

request for the data2, each PREPk is the key value pair to be stored at peerj and T is the time 

period between which replication occurs. 

Given that any PREPk contains the actual data, this procedure has a high overhead. The 

overhead caused by the DHT is investigated in Section 5.3.1 using simulations. 

5.2.2.4 Opportunistic caching 

Caching can be achieved in RMP2P much the same as described in Section 5.2.1.6, this is 

because both protocols rely on the same basic principle of broadcasting messages. Therefore 

when a DREP is sent back to the source of the DREQ the MANET nodes along the route 
., 

can cache the key value pair and immediately use it to begin serving lookups. As in 

PMDHT, the cache can include neighbours of nodes along the route as MANET is a 

broadcast medium. Thus the neighbours along the route would also "overhear" the DREQ 

being forwarded. Finally, the probability to find the lookup in cache, equals to the one 

derived for PMDHT as given by formula (5.3). 

5.2.2.5 Chum considerations 

Due to the flooding nature of RMP2P the effects of chum on the P2P network should be 

negligible. As the protocol does not maintain leaf sets as such and rely on leaf set peers in 

order to lookup data one expects RMP2P to perform well under chum and mobility. The 

2Not cached in the local storage. 
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case for churn affecting lookups can only be made when a peer has recently joined the P2P 

network and has not completed any replication iterations as described in Section 5.2.2.3. In 

this rare case any data stored on the leaving peer would be lost. This drawback applies to 

any P2P network where data is replicated between peers. 

5.2.2.6 Evaluation of model 
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Figure 5.3: Evaluation of the P2P replicC'tion algorithm. 

Figure 5.3 shows the outcome of the above models with regard to the P2P network 

replication mechanism. The figure shows the similarities of the ROBUST, PMDHT and 

RMP2P replication algorithms, this is due to the fact that these protocols generally choose 

neighbours within one or two hops to replicate with due to their proximity synchronisation, 

or in the case of RMP2P, purely because it replicates only with direct neighbours. The figure 

also presents the replication algorithm of OpenDHT, which has much higher overhead due 

to its lack of proximity awareness when selecting leaf set neighbours, meaning such a leaf 

could be physically far away in the network. 
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Figure 5.4: Evaluation of the P2P routing algorithm. 

Figure 5.4 shows the evaluation of the previously described overhead models with 

regard to P2P routing overhead. As one can see, the overhead of OpenDHT scales logarith

mically with the munber of peers in the network, meanwhile ROBUST routing overhead 

remains stable when the number of peers is increased due to the limit on the number of 

hops introduced by using the clustering mechanism descrlbed in Section 4.2 of this thesis. 

PMDHT and RMP2P are considerably lower, due to the fact they take advantage of using 

MANET routing table information, thus the shorted path is usually traversed causing less 

overhead. 
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5.3 Simulation results 

Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters 
Network size (Scalability) 25, 50, 75, 100, 125 

Network size (Mobility effect) 

Node velocity (Scalability) 

Node velocity (Mobility effect) 

Node density 

Mobility model 

Routing protocols used 

Data packet payload size 

MAC layer 

Link bandwidth 

Maximum transmission range 

Types of traffic 

Simulation time 

DHT data distribution 

Number of P2P GET requests 
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In order to evaluate the two proposed protocols an application for the network simu

lator network simulator-2 (ns-2) [51] implementing both PMDHT and RMP2P has been 

developed. The simulator implements all factors of the P2P network including replica

tion, pings, leaf sets, puts/gets, clustering, caching, churn via mobility and joining. Table 

5.1 shows the simulation parameters where the network area size is dependant on the 

number of nodes in order to maintain the node density. The author has simulated two 
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scenarios in order to investigate how the protocols perform under different conditions. The 

first scenario - referred to as the Scalability scenario - is aimed at evaluating the protocol 

performance while increasing the number of peers in the network. The second scenario -

aptly named the Mobility effect scenario - investigates how the protocols perform while in

creasing the velocity of the moving peers. These scenarios have been specifically chosen as 

the differing attributes investigated represent two of the main challenges one must address 

in MANETs. All graphs show the standard deviation and 95% confidence interval. 

The author has run the simulations using the Random Way Point mobility model as 

due to its random nature, it represents a difficult scenario to deal with compared to say, a 

nomadic model where MANET nodes mode in groups. The network size in the Scalability 

scenario starts at 25 peers and is incremented sequentially by 25 peers up to a maximum 

of 125. A velocity of 1m/s was chosen to represent a brisk walking pace. 

The Mobility effect scenario was initially run using a static network with the peer velocity 

increasing sequentially with increments of 5m/s up to a maximum of 2Om/s which is at the 

top end of a practical MANET - such as a car. The simulations assume random P2P data 

distribution. Table 5.1 also shows the 

• number of P2P GET requests per second, ., 
• data synchronization interval: indicates the period between choosing a random peer 

from a peer's leaf set and replicating its key value pairs, 

• leaf set update interval: the period in which a peer chooses a random peer from its leaf 

set and it exchanges the updated IDs from the intersection of their leaf sets, 
r 

• neighbor ping interval: the period between a peer pings its leaf set peers (neighbours) 

to check if they are still associated with the network, 

• super-peer change Round Trip Time (RIT) threshold: indicates the maximum tolerable 

difference in delay - between a peer's current super-peer A and one newly discov

ered B - before which a peer will join the B's cluster, 
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• cluster beacon interval: is the period between broadcasts of cluster beacons from a 

super-peer and, 

• proximity synchronization interval: is the frequency which a peer compares the round 

trip times of super-peers in order to ascertain the need to join another cluster. 

5.3.1 Network overhead 

5.3.1.1 Scalability 
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Figure 5.5: P2P overlay overhead in bytes vs. scalability. 

Figure 5.s shows the network overhead caused by each of the protocols in terms of bytes. As 

the network size increases, overhead scales quite dramatically. This is attributed largely to 

the replication procedure of each protocol whereby data is replicated at each of a peers leaf 

sets. Ekta slightly edges out the other protocols in terms of overhead down to more dropped 

packets requiring subsequent retransmits. However on the whole the protocols are quite 

similar, as Ekta and MADPastry both use aggressive Proximity Neighbour Selection (PNS) 

akin to the proposed protocols in this thesis. 
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5.3.1.2 Mobility effect 
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Figure 5.6: P2P overlay overhead in bytes vs. node speed. 

In Figure 5.6 the network overhead in shown as a function of MANET node mobility 

speed. It is straight away obvious that mobility seems to have more of a differing effect on 

overhead per protocol than network size. Ekta and subsequently Dynamic Source Routing 

(DSR) handle mobility well however overhead does seem to rise dramatically at 15m/s 

as route caching becomes less effective at higher speeds due to more frequent link break

ages. RMP2P and MADPastry have similar overhead as AODVv2 is quite consistent as 

routes are always found on demand, however MADPastry is slightly higher due to longer 

routes meaning more link breakages. PMDHT and ROBUST have the highest overhead as 

one would expect due to mobility meaning more frequent MPR re-election. In this case 

ROBUST sees a higher overhead due to considerably longer path lengths and more link 

breakages as a result. 
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5.3.2 Network latency 

5.3.2.1 Scalability 
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Figure 5.7: E2E delay vs. scalability. 

Figure 5.7 shows the average end-to-end delay of a P2P lookup as a function of network 

size. It is evident that as the P2P networks scale in netw rk size, delay is increasing as a 

result. Two factors seem to playa large role in delay caused by network size, the routing pro

tocol, and the average lookup path length. Subsequently AODVv2 has a lower delay when 

scaling due to the quick setup of new paths compared with the OLSRv2 MPR re-election 

which takes place when an MPR node moves away from its selectors. However in the case 

of MADPastry this is countered by longer path lengths causing higher delays. Likewise 

ROBUST further compounds this as the average path length is Significantly higher. Ekta 

and DSR have the highest delay, due to the fact that a larger network requires DSR to store 

longer source routes, this gives a higher probability of link failures and leads to more route 

discoveries taking place. 
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5.3.2.2 Mobility effect 
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Figure 5.8: E2E delay vs. node speed. 

Figure 5.8 investigates the affect that node speed has on delay. As in Figure 5.7 the two 

factors of routing protocol and path length again seem to playa big role. AODVv2 appears 

to handle mobility the best in terms of delay with both RMP2P and MAD Pastry performing 

well. This can be attributed to AODVv2 being able to immediately make use of routing 

information from intermediate nodes and thus learning new routes very quickly. The 

slightly higher delay in MADPastry is due to the average path being longer. The end-to

end delay in Ekta starts relatively low and increases dramatically at a node speed of 15rn/s 

because of regular link breakages in routes. ROBUST performs badly here mainly due to 

the larger lookup path length, however PMDHT experiences quite high delay as well. This 

is caused by MPR nodes moving outside of the connectivity range of their MPR selectors 

causing MPR re-electing and high delays. 
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5.3.3 Packet loss 

5.3.3.1 Scalability 
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Figure 5.9: Dropped packets vs. scalability. 

Figure 5.9 shows the number of dropped packets by each of the protocols studies with in

creasing network size. Like in Figure 5.5 higher packet loss for DSR can be explained due to 

larger stored source routes meaning more potential link breakages. RMP2P, PMDHT, MAD

Pastry and ROBUST perform similarly as AODVv2 has a fast path discovery mechanism 

and OLSRv2 has the potential to reroute around broken links. For all protocols, the packet 

loss increases exponentially due to the high number of peers resulting in congested links 

and transmission errors, thus it is important to look at how the protocol handles this packet 

loss by looking at the lookup success rate examined in Section 5.3.4.1. 
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5.3.3.2 Mobility effect 
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Figure 5.10: Dropped packets vs. node speed. 

In Figure 5.10 the effects of node speed upon the number of dropped packets is investi

gated. When there is no mobility in the network there is a very low number of dropped 

packets. Ekta maintains a lower number of packets dropped initially then increases dra

matically at faster speeds. The performance of Ekta in this scenario can be attributed to 

overhearing of new routes from intermediate peers passing by and datalink acknowledge

ment. The routing protocols seem to have a higher effect here and distinguishing between 

the different protocols using the same routing protocols is difficult mainly due to the high 

number of replication packets of each. 
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5.3.4 Lookup success rate 

5.3.4.1 Scalability 
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Figure 5.11: Lookup success rate vs. scalability. 

Figure 5.11 shows the percentage of successful lookups against increasing network size. All 

of the protocols perform well for up to 50 nodes network size, with the protocols with a 

longer path length suffering m e due to higher probability of a broken link. Ekta seems 

to take the most degradation of performance when scaling due to higher delay and packet 

loss. MADPastry and ROBUST both suffer degradation due to longer lookup paths. RMP2P 

and PMDHT perform the best overall due to short paths and low delay. 
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5.3.4.2 Mobility effect 
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Figure 5.12: Lookup success rate vs. node speed. 

Figure 5.12 investigates lookup success rate while increasing node speed. ROBUST per

forms by far the worst here due to higher delays and packet loss caused by a significantly 

longer path length and the effects of OLSRv2. MADPastrj suffers compared to RMP2P 

despite using the same routing protocol due to a longer average path length causing more 

possible failures however this seems to stabilise around 5-10m/s. RMP2P and PMDHT 

perform similarly due to similar packet loss rates and short paths caused by tight routing 

protocol integration. Ekta however performs the best here due to the significant lower 

packet loss. 
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5.3.5 Average path length 
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Figure 5.13: Lookup average path length. 

In Figure 5.13 the average path length for each protocol is shown. RMP2P and PMDHT 

perform very similar due to the tight integration at the network layer meaning the P2P 

overlay paths mirror those of the routing protocol. Ekta has a slightly higher average path 

length as it still relies on pastry Jeaf sets and routing tables while sourcing much of the 

information from DSR. MADPastry relies on clusters to lower overhead this doesn't how

ever necessarily mean shorter paths in lookups. ROBUST performs the worst as expected 

here, the path length will stay the same due to its hierarchical topology and strict cluster 

routing, this may be a benefit at larger network sizes not investigated in this thesis. 
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5.3.6 Overlay Stretch 
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Figure 5.14: Logical path vs. physical path stretch. 

Figure 5.14 displays the P2P lookup path stretch as computed using the expression in 

equation 5.1. MADPastry is the only protocol which exhibits stretch as the PMDHT, RMP2P 

and Ekta protocols are tightly integrated with their corresponding routing protocols at the 

network layer. ROBUST relies on broadcasting and obtaining IPs to DHT IDs to create an 

exact copy of the physical network at the DHT layer. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, two cross-layer approaches to optimise P2P networks over MANETs were 

presented. Both protocols provide the same functionalities as widely used DHTs while 

reducing overhead and delay compared to conventional P2P networks being simply used 

on top of MANETs - when taking into consideration the results from Chapter 4, which 

show substantial improvements over OpenDHT. The P2P overlay overhead in both P2P 

networks presented in this chapter are similar to the P2P networks optimised for MANETs 
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studied in this thesis, namely Ekta and MADPastry, due to the similar aggressive PNS 

algorithms used. However despite their similar overhead both RMP2P and PMDHT per

form better than the aforementioned protocols in terms of end-to-end delay when scaling .. 
the network size due to shorter average path length caused by utilising MANET routing 

protocol routes. It has also been shown that RMP2P performs better than MADPastry in 

terms of end-to-end delay when increasing node speed due to shorter path lengths, where 

as the delay caused by utilising OLSRv2 - due to the proactive routing protocol not han

dling high mobility well due to constantly changing network conditions meaning routes 

not converging quick enough - in PMDHT adversely affects performance in this case. 

Both proposed P2P overlay protocols perform best overall in terms of lookup success rate 

when scaling the network due to shorter average path lengths meaning less probability of 

dropped packets causing transmission failure across a route. Ekta however outperforms 

both protocols in terms of success rate when increasing node speed due to lower packet 

loss, however Ekta also has significantly higher end-to-end delay when increasing node 

speed in this scenario, thus RMP2P also performs well in this scenario. 

In the proactive DHT the DHT functionality is combined with the routing at the network 

layer and DHT information is piggy-backed inside the routing topology messages. Opti

misation is achieved in the reactive P2P network by piggybacking P2P lookup information 

inside route request messages if such a packet is sent within a certain time period, else 

a P2P overlay request packet is sent. Obtained simulation results have shown that both 

systems are suited to different scenarios. The proactive DHT appears to be well suited to 

larger networks overall when compared with similar protocols and a non cross-layer DHT 

protocol, thus this protocol is better suited to this scenario when compared to the current 

state-of-the-art techniques. However the reactive P2P overlay network seems more suited 

to scenarios with a high level" of mobility when compared with the aforementioned proto

cols, it is slightly lower in terms of lookup success rate, however this is balanced with less 

end-to-end delay, thus offering a better solution than the state-of-the-art for time sensitive 

lookup applications when increasing node speed. 
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Chapter6 

Conclusions and future work 

This chapter provides the conclusion of this thesis, first looking over the work previously 

presented, and following up with future work and directions in the area of MANETs and 

P2P overlay network optimisations. 

6.1 Conclusion 

The proliferation of recent advances in the hardware and software of mobile devices, pri

marily due to their increased mainstream popularity, has made creating and deploying 

distributed networks based on mobile devices not only feasible but a necessary solution 

where no centralised infrastructure is available. Looking at services deployed on the Inter

net which could be candidates for using such distributed technologies makes for interesting 

research as overcoming the hurdles of mobile computing present a unique challenge. Such 

services include name· services, messaging systems, or distributed storage systems. Due 

to the similarities between conventional peer-to-peer systems and MANETs, such as their 

lack of centralised infrastructure, dynamic network topology and self organisation, the 

applicability of MANETs and P2P overlay networks presents a promising way to build 

efficient distributed applications in dynamic mobile environments. 

As discussed and studies in the literature review in Chapter 3 of this thesis, broadcast

based unstructured P2P networks generally suffer from poor scalability, in that, as the 
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number of peers in the overlay network increases, severe problems are faced due to the 

traffic needed to search every peer for content. This is further compounded in MANETs 

where peers need to preserve their limited battery life. In the Internet DHTs .. were intro

duced in order to tackle the scalability issues faced with unstructured P2P networks, these 

have been utilised as the building blocks for large scale distributed applications. At first 

one may speculate that simply deploying P2P networks on top of MANETs would suffice 

to extend their usage to such mobile networks, however this is not a practical approach 

due to the issues mentioned in Section 1.1 namely, P2P overlay stretch making P2P lookups 

traverse unnecessarily long paths creating lookup delays, physical route discovery which 

can cause further delays in the P2P service and maintenance caused by the P2P overlay 

needed to function correctly. 

To tackle the challenges of deploying P2P overlay networks on MANETs this thesis 

investigated three distinct approaches and evaluated their performance in order to establish 

their suitability in differing scenarios. The first approach which is entitled ROBUST was 

based on a scenario where the underlying routing protocol can not be chosen or modified 

- due to either technical constraints where the underlying operating system cannot be 

easily accessed, or where the underlying MANET routing protocol must adhere strictly 
.,-

to some RFC. ROBUST combines the conventional DHT architecture OpenDHT with a 

routing paradigm based around proximity-aware clusters of similar peer IDs in order to 

reduce overlay stretch and reduce routing complexity. Using this method ROBUST can 

benefit from the reduced overhead caused by the increase in physical locality without the 

need for additional energy intensive hardware requirements such as Global Positioning 

System (GPS). In order to avoid long overlay lookups in terms of logical hops, our routing 

imposes a strict bound on hops by using a hierarchical clustered topology. This limits 

both the overlay, and physical hops to a value less than the logN hops associated with 

conventional DHTs. Looking back at Section 3.4 the protocol proposed has tackled the 

challenge of adding mobility support to hierarchical DHTs by allowing peers to roam 

between clusters. The other pressing issue of supporting smaller networks such as the size 
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of MANETs is provided by making clusters scalable to manage larger and smaller networks. 

The allocation of specific clusters and peers to 10 space means that load-balancing would 

not be an issue in ROBUST as compared to the other approaches. 

Using the ns-2 [51] based P2P simulator developed during the course of this thesis, a 

number of differing scenarios were simulated for ROBUST comparing it with the popu

lar OpenDHT conventional OHT architecture. ROBUST outperformed OpenDHT in all 

scenarios due to the latter's optimisation for MANETs. An interesting observation is that 

generally OLSRv2 handled network scalability better than AODVv2, whereas AODVv2 

was more apt at handling scenarios with higher node mobility in the MANET. 

While sacrificing flexibility when it comes to ROBUST in that it is run independent of 

the underlying MANET routing protocol, one can achieve significantly better performance 

by integrating the P2P architecture at the routing layer by combining the P2P routing and 

MANET routing, while sharing information from the MANET routing table with the P2P 

network. In order to fully investigate this approach, two P2P overlay architectures were 

proposed based on the popular MANET routing protocols, OLSRv2 and AODVv2. These 

specific protocols were chosen due to their standing as successors to the RFCs [41,42]. The 

proposed PMDHT reduces overhead created by the DHT by disseminating the overlay 
., 

IDs of peers within the routing packets which are flooded throughout the network using 

the MPR architecture described in Section 2.2.2. Thus by utilising the qualities of OLSRv2 

with regards to peer mobility and the holistic approach to OLSRv2 routing - whereby 

each peer knows prior to data transmission the route to any other peer - overhead can 

be dramatically reduced as two separate networks no longer need to be maintained and 

overlay stretch is eradicated because the OHT takes advantage of the underlying routing 

protocol to look up data. Additionally the breakdown of the overhead induced by the 

DHT was investigated, showing that replication is the most intensive mechanism, thus 

to decrease this overhead the concept of CGA was introduced whereby peers within a 

close proximity form clusters reducing the path length between DHT neighbours and thus 

reducing the overhead. In Section 3.3 two similar protocols were studied. Ekta [76] omitted 
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physical location awareness, thus peers in the overlay were not correlated to the underlying 

physical network. In PMDHT CGA was used to improve on this. Some aspects of Ekta were 

also borrowed increasing efficiency, such as aggressive caching. In MADPastry [61] the 

Random Landmarking concept was used as the foundation for CGA, however the notion 

of using Pastry routing tables on top of the MANET routing protocol increased overhead. 

PMDHT eliminated the Pastry routing table by simply relying on OLSRv2. This had the 

added benefit of enabling all peers to have state information about the entire network 

topology, thus decreasing latency. 

The second cross-layer P2P network proposed in this thesis which integrates the P2P 

overlay with MANET routing is RMP2P. This investigated method uses the AODVv2 

protocol as the MANET routing basis and integrates P2P functionality by adding P2P 

lookups within AODVv2 RREQ packets and searching the network using the same method 

AODVv2 uses to find routes as described in Section 2.2.2. If a RREQ is not sent within a 

certain time period a DREQ is sent in order to avoid high lookup latency times. The DREQ 

message is broadcast in the same way as a RREQ by using the expanding ring search 

algorithm with peers storing only the next hop to a destination and caching the reverse 

path. Thus the effect of this is to reduce overlay stretch completely as the P2P routing uses 
.. , 

the same paths as deemed the most efficient by the MANET routing protocol in the physical 

network. RMP2P shows that it is possible to integrate unstructured P2P networks with 

MANET routing protocols to create an efficient P2P overlay. One of the main reasons the 

unstructured P2P network is able to perform so well in MANETs is due to the small network 

size when compared to Internet sized P2P networks, thus the scalability issue does not seem 

to arise when P2P packets are piggy-backed on to the routing protocol. The different P2P 

functions were modelled and show that replication is again creating the most overhead in 

the network. When compared with conventional P2P networks RMP2P performs much 

better with respect to this mechanism. This is due to peers from the local neighbourhood 

randomly being selected and their data replicated, rather than being a logical neighbour 

which could be physically far away in the network. In Section 3.2 unstructured peer-to-
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peer networks for MANETs were studied. The conclusion was that these networks were 

unable to scale well in scenarios with many peers. The other downsides of flood-based 

protocols are their unreliability, in that finding a piece of data is not always guaranteed and 

data will be lost if the peer departs the network. This thesis has shown that RMP2P can 

scale well enough to provide service in practically sized MANETs by utilising aggressive 

caching and piggy-backing on to the network layer messages where possible. By utilising 

the underlying protocol, which will always find a route if one exists in the network, RMP2P 

is able to guarantee data will be found if it exists as the entire network is searched. RMP2P 

also tackles the issue of redundancy of data by using replication between local neighbours. 

Thus even if a peer departs the network, the data will still be available. 

Using the ns-2 based P2P simulator developed specifically for this thesis, the two men

tioned protocols were evaluated using a range of scenarios and measuring different metrics 

related to P2P overlay performance. The simulations show that the two P2P networks per

form well in different scenarios. PMDHT seems to perform better in larger networks when 

compared with similar protocols due to lower packet loss caused by OLSRv2 in such scenar

ios as the routing protocol control flooding better than AODVv2 and PSR due to OLSRv2 

employing MPR nodes and the latter two protocols behaving more like broadcast-based 
., 

flooding protocols in larger networks as DHTs will have many route lookups to a large 

number of peers. The simulation results presented also suggest that RMP2P is better suited 

to scenarios where the network exhibits high levels of mobility i.e. peers are moving fast 

in the physical space. This is due to AODVv2 employing the Route Error (RERR) message 

which notifies nodes when a route has been broken, allowing for the protocol to reestablish 

a new route quickly by using alternative routes which could have been found. 

Overall the proposed integrated P2P overlay protocols outperform their similar coun

terparts and ROBUST which is unable to share information with the MANET routing 

protocol in order to maintain flexibility. Such performance would indicate that any imple

mentation of P2P networks for MANETs should be based on an approach which efficiently 

shares information from the routing protocol with the P2P overlay especially for routing 
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lookups and to aid in proximity replication. 

6.2 Future work 

The proposed protocols from this thesis have each been evaluated while varying certain 

network conditions such as mobility and node speed. It would be of further interest to 

investigate how the P2Ps overlays perform in more scenarios such as where nodes could 

lose battery power and are forced to leave the network, with more nodes joining at random 

points in time. It would also be interesting to investigate different topologies caused by 

nodes moving using different mobility models. This thesis mainly utilised the Random Way 

Point (RWP) model where nodes are moving randomly in space, however mobility models 

such as nomadic mobility whereby nodes move in groups would be worth investigating· 

as in extreme emergencies First Responders (FRs) generally work in groups. 

Another aspect not investigated in our simulations is that of node heterogeneity, cur

rently all nodes have the same power, where ROBUST can differentiate between different 

node types it may perform differently in this scenario. It would also be interesting to 

see if any benefit can be gained from RMP2P and PMDHT in this case by optimising the 

protocols for different aspects such as energy efficiency - such as by using paths with the 

least amount of neighbours and reducing the power needed for such neighbours to receive 

these redundant packets. This could be further investigated in mesh networks, where only 

the static peers in the network would participate in storing P2P data while other peers are 

able to perform lookups whilst mobile. 

The P2P overlays proposed in this thesis have been based on OpenDHT which is in 

tum based on Pastry. It would be interesting to find out how the performance would differ 

using other DHTs or P2P networks such as Kademlia [55], Content Addressible Network 

(CAN) [14] Chord [12] or Gnutella [2] in combination with different MANET routing 

protocols such as AODVv2 and OLSRv2 and then studying the performance improvements, 

if any, when integrating them at the network layer. Another approach which could be 

investigated would be combining the functionality of PMDHT and RMP2P in order to 
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create a hybrid network such as Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) has in the MANET routing 

domain, such a P2P overlay could exhibit characteristics of each of the proposed protocols, 

such as ability to scale with also the ability to handle high rates of mobility. 

This thesis did not study the specific applications of such P2P netw~rks as it was 

deemed to be outside the scope of this thesis. However future work could look towards 

implementing real applications on top of the proposed P2P networks and studying their 

performance in real networks made up of nodes from a testbed environment and cover

ing a range of different mobility scenarios. Such applications could include for example, 

distributed data storage systems [16-19], distributed instant messaging systems [20], pub

lish/subscribe systems [21-25], distributed name services [26-30] and Peer-to-Peer Session 

Initiation Protocol (P2PSIP) [31-34] for Voice over IP (VoIP) services in purely MANET 

based networks. 
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